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WHEN IT COMES TO RESEARCH ON CD-ROM,
CAMBRIDGE PUTS YOU A JUMP AHEAD

H

ow? With powerful databases offering comprehensive information you simply won't find
anywhere else...and with unparalleled
features that others can't begin to match.
Consider REFERENCE UPDATE,
Compact Cambridge's newest enhancement
to its popular MEDLINE CD-ROM. Reference Update
provides you with the full citations from tables of
contents of over 1,000current.iournals up to three
months before this information is available anywhere.
Cambridge's new ONLINE CONNECTION allows
CD-ROM users'h go online to obtain the most recent
data from the world's leading provider of biomedical
information-NLM's 31EDLARS--then return seamlessly
to CD-ROM. You get the best of CD-ROM and online in
one package.
The student version of REFERENCE MANAGERm
from RIS-with room for up to 400 references--comes
absolutelyfree with any Compact Cambridge purchase.
This powerful tool helps you build your personal database with a computerized system which prepares

bibliographies in virtually any standard style, or one that
you define.
Our MERIDIAN CD NET@connection offers you full
networking options, now or in the future. And, if you're
looking for the best way to organize your system, our
technical services department is ready to recommend
system options to you.
Let Compact Cambridge extend your research
capabilities farther than ever before. When it comes to
getting you right to the information you need, Cambridge
knows no limits!

For more information, call 1-800-843-7751,selection 5
7200 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814
Tel: (301)-961-6735
Fax: (301)-961-6720
01991 Compact Cambndge.CD Net is a regrstered trademark of Meridian Data, Inc. Reference
Manager B a registered trademark af Research Infarmatian Systems, 1°C.

CD for PC CD for TV

Trust Highsmith to bring you the latest
multi-media technology for education.
Compact discs have brought amazing amounts of information to students through
the computer and CD-ROM drives. Now Highsmith is first to offer you the newest
technology to play special compact discs through an ordinary television set.
The graphics are stunning, and the sound superb.
This new technology is called CD-I for "Interactive."With a simple hand-held
controller, students can take a self-guided trip through the Smithsonian or
interact with Sesame Street characters. Not only is control simple, so is
installation, since the CD-I player connects to a TV through a single
cable with no software or additional hardware required.
When working with large volumes of text, nothing beats the combination of a PC
and CD-ROM. But for still video and sound, the new CD-I format is unmatched.
It allows students to learn at their own pace in a truly interactive environment.
Either way, Highsmith has everything you need to master CD technology.
No matter how advanced technology becomes, you can depend on the
Highsmith commitment to personal service and "no hassle" returns.
Let us be your high-tech guide. Call for our latest catalog today.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331, Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331
See our representative a t Booth B a t the SLA conference in San Francisco.
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"Inthepharmaceutical business,
timeliness is ccritical to success.
I must address the needs of each

At Faxon I've found the
responsiveness I to offer

my own clients."

-HELEN
ROLEN,
SENIORLIBRARIAN,ALZA RESEARCH LIBRARY

Hebing you manage your world of information.
To learn more about the Faxon Company, the international
subscription agency with a commitment to quality service,
call 1 (800) 933-2966.
spring 1992
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-No library is complete without it.
Poor's Register is the standard setter of every business reference library. It contains listings on virtually every
publicly-held company in the United States as well as
45,000 private companies - a total of more than 55,000
companies! Vital data on 500,000 executives and over
70,000 key biographies - all cross-indexed and readily
accessible to all users.
Issued annually, with three update supplements and a
free user's guide, Poor's Register gives you, in one handy
service, information repeated piecemeal in 4 or 5 other
business directories. A subscription to Poor's Register
would be a wise decision-especially with today's costconscious budgets.
To find out more about Poor's Register, please call
Roger Walsh at 1-800-221-5277.

STANDARD & POOR'S CORPORATION $11'
I 5 BROADWAY, NEW YORY, NY 10004
RSD

DO YOU NEED..

.

Bibliographic
Information
'PlusCA

Absbads?

.

ReactantCatalyst.
Produd

Information?

You'll find it online in the CAS chemistry files
on STN Internationalm! in-depth information from
the producers of CHEMICAL ABSTRACTSm. Try us!

0 YES1 I need this Mnmakm. Please send me a FREE kit t e k g me how to find it.
I am interest~~d
h

@lease check all that apply):
0 pmtein sequence infofmation
0 bibliographicinformation
plus03Dmolecularmodeling
0 patent dains with Markush
structures
0 reaction information
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HOWTO ELIMINATE THE
UPS AND DOWNS OF PER-USE
DATABASE CHARGES:

,4

BUDGETED RATES.
T r e d of charting the peaks and valleys of your monthly database search charges, encouraging use one
month and discouraging it the next, penaltzing inexperienced searchers w ~ t hhigher project costs, all so you
can end the year withm the budget you set twelve months beforel Well, now you don't have to Instead, you
can contract for the NEXIS'servtce at budgeted rates and know exactly what your charges wdl be next
month, and the month after that, and SIX months from now - all the way to the end of your budget year.
You can even choose budgeted rates for ltbrar~esyou search frequently and stay wtth pay-for-use for
libraries you use less often Best of all, w ~ t hbudgeted rates you can encourage full use of your mformation
resources without having to hold a t~ckmgmeter at your users' heads.
Take control of your database search budget. Contact your account
representative, or call 1-800-227-4908today for complete ~nformat~on. YOURINFORMATION
PARTNERS

NEXIS<=i

special libraries

Listen.
Pat Fitzpatrick,
Account Executlve.
New York City

Kelli Turley,
Senior Account Executlve.
Los AngelesIOrange County

Mike Johnston
Account Executive,
Nnu YorklBoston

Ronald Hill
Account Executive,

Washington,D.C./Virg~nla

Lyn Watson,
Senior Account Executlve.
Oklahoma /Kansas

Patti Wall,
Account Executive,
Georgia/Tennessee

Kristin Herring,
Account Executive,
Dallas/Ft. Worth

Scott Benson,
Mike Floyd,
Account Executive,
Account Executive.
Washington, D.C./Pennsylvania Minneapolis
~

~

At DataTimes, our Account Executives are listening to our customers all over the United States.
They're listening to your ideas and suggestions. And we listen in person, not hundreds of miles
away at the other end of a phone, because we come to see you in your office. That's how we keep
improving our service and giving you the most in-depth competitive intelligence. By listening.
If you have something you think we need to hear, please
call 8001642-2525.

Data'lmes.
A World of information^^

14000 Ouatl Spr~ngsParkway. Suite 450. OklahomaClly OK 73134 a 405n51-6400
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Putting business information in all the
right places can raise your library's profile
Workstations

Internal E-Mail

'034~9.~02
Roussel and Wellcome focus on bulldine, upcore bus~nerres
C h e m ~ aWeek
l
November 13, 1'491 p I b
ISSN W09-272X

Current
Awareness
Publications

Rous~el-Udafl P d m 1% close 10 roncludmg negmat8ons for the acqulrmon of Wellcome's
ILondoni envmnmental health bvsmerr The Wellcome u n ~ tmakes m r e c t ~ r ~ d eused
s
~n
household, publlc health, d t s e a x vector control. lawn and garden t ~ m b e rprotectlon and
gram storage markets Separately, the French company is setting u p a joint venture w ~ t h
Allnomot0 lTokyo1 that r ~ l more
l
than double revenuer m the lapanese pharmaceut~calr
se<tor
For Rousrel the aiqwritlon w ~ l make
l
~t a lead~ngplayer ~n the global enwonmental
health ~nsectmdemarket, together wlth Sum~tomoITokyal I t Is viewed as a rtrategnc core
burmess, rays Rousrel based on the manufacture and commerc~al~lat~on
01 11s pyrethrold
products Combined sales wtll b e roughly GBPIIO m ~ l l l a n($267m#ii\oni,bared on 1990
hgures, w l h the malornr -about 55% - cmtrlbuted by Wellcome The hrms have strong ties
Wellcome buys about one quarter of ~ t active
r
lngredlenrs requlremenrr from the French
f r m making 81 Rourrel i biggerr customer ~n the sector
Roursel says the busmesscr are a good ht and w d gwe 8t global coverage 01 rhe market
Few areas overlap m g r o g r a p h ~terms, except for the U S - t h e leadlng market Overall.
hrtle rat8onalt~atlon u ~ l be
l requtred on the dstrtbut8on slde but there w8ll b e some
streamlm!ng I " research and market~ng
record w n t n l i e \ 8
THIS IS THE FULLTEXT Copyrght 1991 Chem8caI Week Asrocntes
,WORD COUNT: 348

Local Area
Network

Search System

Predicasts just made it easier to do!

T

oday's corporate culture rewards
proactive libraries and information
centers. With recognition. With
appropriate budgets. With the satisfaction of
having real impact on corporate performance.
So don't let administrative, cost, and re-use
issues block your outreach programs involving
business information. lust turn t o Predicasts'
new Custom Data Services
Predicasts' databases cover over 1,000
international business and trade publications,
many of them i n full text. They are widely
regarded as the premier sources of business
information. Custom Data Services
provides a site licensing arrangement that
allows the reuse of items retrieved from most
of the Predicasts databases It is easy t o
implement, yet inexpensive, and is covered
b y our license agreements with publishers.
lust download the Predicasts items of specific
interest t o your company Reformat the
records for improved utility. Then send them

$

t o wherever your users are-in one building
or scattered around the world. For current
awareness or archival purposes. Using any
media that's convenient.
The fee you pay includes royalties which we
submit t o publishers of the material covered.
What's more, the fee is fixed for a year. So you
can plan and control your budget easily.
If you would like t o improve access t o critical
business information for your company's
executives and staff professionals, Custom
Data Services can provide the framework
you need. Predicasts' experienced field and
customer service personnel are available t o
help you set u p your agreement and keep i t
economical and trouble free.
For a no-obligation evaluation of your specific
situation, call, fax, or write today. This is no
time t o let anything stand i n the way of your
ideas for improved service.

The first source for infomation on business and technology

North America: 11001 Cedar Avenue I Cleveland. OH 44106 11216) 795-3000 118001 321-6388 I Fax 12161 229-9944
Europe: 8-10 Denrnan Street I London w l v . 7 United
~~
kinid& i(071) 494-3817 1 Fax (071) j34-5935
a Ziff Communications Company
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Are You Only G e

Part Of The Infor
You Really ~ e e
To Run Your Bus
You know t h e feeling
It c r e e p s into your s t o m a c h every t i m e you're
forced t o say "If only
If only w e
"If only I'd s e e n t h a t opportunity
If only I h a d t h e
had s o m e kind of warning
t i m e , m o n e y a n d staff t o m a k e s u r e w e weren't
missing anything important
I f O n l y y O uweren't missing O u t On
"

"

Information specialists say NewsNet
completes the search for vital information.
All o n l i n e services provide information But
only NewsNet gives you over 550
b u s i n e s s newsletters online.
p l u s over 20 of t h e world's
l e a d ~ n gb u s i n e s s newswires.
investment analysts' reports,
c r e d ~ reports,
t
stock q u o t e s
a n d more.
It's Working Knowledge
Knowledge t h a t m a k e s a
d~fference
"I find news o n NewsNet w e
couldn't have found any o t h e r way
That's s a v e d u s m o n e y Bob Halavacek. J r ,
General Manager, Oak Tree Publ~shing
"NewsNet is t h e only online service that provides real t i m e o n t h e wires Clients a r e thrilled I
can retrieve a n article t h a t ran 10 m l n u t e s a g o "
Kayn Sternberger, Manager of Information Services,
Kelchum Public Relations
"

Our exclusive NewsFlash" service even
sifts the news for you! You tell NewsNet t h e s u b jects t h a t ~ n t e r e s tyou m o s t NewsFlash will then
automatically s c a n over 15,000 articles each day

24 hours a day (even while you're off I ~ n e l t)o

compile a concise personal news briefing
"NewsFlash g e t s a b ~ sgt a r Bill Yerkes,
Manager of Quality Assurance, Lotus Development
"

A

world of priceless information-now

yours to sample at a very down to earth price.
S e e for yourself how o u r Working Knowledge can
e n h a n c e your present information sources, with
t h e b e s t introductory offer in o u r 10-year history
"After I g o t m o r e information a b o u t
NewsNet, I started using it a lot I a l s o noticed
t h a t t h e prices are lower Charlotte Wixx Clark
Library Manager, GTE
Call for a NewsNet Starter Kit It will
arrive c o m p l e t e with a d e m o disk, 2 h o u r s of
online t i m e s o you c a n learn o n u s (min
$120 value), a 3-month m e m b e r s h i p
($45 value), free delivery of NewsFlash
hits for a full m o n t h , News O n
NewsNet catalog. Getting Started
Guide, conf~dentialID a n d
password-all for just $79 95 All
with n o c o m m i t m e n t t o e n t e r a n
extended subscription
Call today There's n o
reason t o m i s s o u t a n y longer
"

Call 1-800-952-0122, Operator #44 today.
Get two FREE hours of o n h e time.

-
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Working KnowledgeTM

Offer available to new subscr~bersor~lyOne k ~ per
t subscr~berOffer expres October 15 1992
81991 NewsNet Inc All r~ghtsreserved NeusNet and NewsFlash are reg~steredservlce marks of NewsNet Inc
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35,000 PoZymer Trade Names

a t Your Fingertips
at a SpeciaZ Limited-Time Offer!

Index of Polymer
Trade Names
Second Enlarged Edition
Editors
FIZ Chemie, Berlin, Germany
Wth 40% more material than the first edition, the Index of Polymer Trade Names
reflectsover a decade's tremendous growth in its field. The dictionary includesentries
for 35,000 trade names - usually Registered Trademarks -of polymer products,
specifying synthetic materials (polymers),source materials (monomers)for polymers,
and other substances important to the production or processing of polymers. Data
for each trade name includeschemicalsubstance name. name of producer (whenstated
in the literature), and CAS Reaistry number (when available), together with identifying notations for substance type:
The optional two disketteswith retrieval program contain the entire book, retrievable
by trade name, manufacturer, or CAS Registry Number.

sarcd
m 4 5 6 p p Cloth
Book only 1 -56081-1 94-3 Regularly $1 90.00
Now $175.OO!!*
Book with diskette 1 -56081- 195- 1 Regularly $275.00
Now $225.00!!*
'Offer Expires 06-30-92

To Order or Request Sample Pages Write:

VCH Publishers, Inc, 220 E 23rd St, N Y N Y 10010
or Call Toll-Free 1 -8001367-8249.

14A
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TOLIBRARY

EBSC
OFFERS
YOU

HOICES.

Here are just a few of the many library automation benefits you can
realize with EBSCO:
Online Ordering
Online Claims to Publishers
Electronic Invoices
Gateway to EBSCONET"
Gateway to The CARL System Network & Uncover Database
EDI/Interface Capabilities with 50+ Library Systems
EBSCO/RETROTMRetrospective Conversion Service
EBScanTMData Input System (bar code scanning service)
CD-ROM Software, Hardware & Networking Systems
Extended Database Access

. ..

At EBSCO, we think that you know best what suits your needs
than one choice. Isn't that what you expect
and that you deserve
from a professional subscription agency? Contact the EBSCO Regional
Office near you to learn more.

International Headquarters
Birmingham, AL 35201-1943

P.O. Box 1943

(205) 991-6600
Call us today to learn what more can mean to you.

spring 1992
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Scientific, Technical, Management and Reference

BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS
New from

McGraw-Hill
Hart, C. THE BALDRIGE:
What it is, How to Win, And How to
Use it to Improve Quality in Your
Company, (0-07-0269 12-2)
Baker, K. BIOREMEDIATION, (0-07-003360-9)
Cairncross, F. COSTING THE EARTH: The Challenge for Governments,
the Opportunities for Business, (0-87584-3 15-8)
Dean, J . LANGE'S HANDBOOK O F CHEMISTRY. 14/E,
(0-07-0 16194-1)
Hodson, W . MAYNARD'S INDUSTRIAL
HANDBOOK, 4/E, (0-07-041086-0)

ENGINEERING

Inglis, A. VIDEO ENGINEERING: NTSC, EDTV, and HDTV Systems,
(0-07-0317 16-X)
Rodgers, D. THE FUTURE O F AMERICAN BANKING, (0-07-053538-8)

RESEARCH BOOKS, INC.
Serving Special Libraries for 27 Years

Post Ot'tice Box 1507, Madison, CT 06443
(203) 245-3279, FAX (203) 245-1830, Outside Connecticut call 800-445-RELY

16A
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Some alliances change the wayyou look at the world

Throughout history, world leaders have
joined forces to create powerful alliances.
Now, PAIS has joined two indexes to create
a remarkable new research tool PAIS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT.
PAIS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT
features the complete content of the world's
most widely used public/social policy
index, the PAIS BULLETIN. And it adds to
it the extensive foreign language coverage
of the PAIS FOREIGN LANGUAGE INDEX.
The result? An index of exceptional
scope. An index that provides references to
superior-qualityliterature on the entire

spectrum of political, economic, and social
issues. An index that offers singlesource
access to periodical articles, journals,
government documents, and other hard-tofind material published worldwide in Enghsh,
French, German, Italian, Portuguese,
and Spanish.
Next time you need to look at the world,
join forces with the most comprehensive
public/social policy index PAIS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT.
Public Affairs Information Service, Inc.
521 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036-4396
800-288-PAS,212-736-6629(in NY]

No one looks at the world like PAIS
In Rim PAIS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT 7 PAIS SUBJECT HEADINCS Onllnr PAIS INTERNATIONAL ONLINE On CompactDIK: PAIS ON CD ROM

spring 1992
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Brand New!

THE PRACTICAL
FORECASTERS'
ALMANAC
137 Reliable Indicators
for Investors, Hedgers,
a n d Speculators
Edited by Edward Renshaw

The guide for understanding the
hidden meaning of economic and
financial indicators! This easy-to-use
method shows readers how to track
the U.S. economy over all phases of the
business cycle. Using historical data,
Renshaw shows investors how to
predict what might happen next in the
stock market to make the best financial
decisions.
Eliminating the need for complicated
statistics and computer programming,
Renshaw reveals the results of more
than 30 years of research so readers
can:
Discover the stories economic and
financial indicators tell so investors
can find the best opportunities in
bull and bear markets.
Quickly determine what the
indicators show based on
time-tested rules so they can take
advantage of sudden market moves.
ISBN: 1-55623-470-8

To Ordm call To1 hn
, -1

$49.95

m.m

(10 a.m.-6 p m. Eastern time, Monday-Friday)

businessone
IRWIN

1818 Ridge Road. Homewood, lL 60430

Quality Publishing for Worldwide Business Markets

I8A
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BRITISH LIBRARY DOCUMENT SUPPLY CENTRE

An unlimited
resource of
document supply
is about to break
on booth 233

The British Library Document Supply Centre - the world's largest source of
document supply - wdl be at the SLA EXHIBITION, Moscone Center, SAN
FRANCISCO fiom the 6th - 10th June at BOOTH 233. Dive in to dlscover more
about our u h t e d resource of information T H E B R I T I s H L I B R A R y
D O C U M E N T
S U P P L Y
C E N T R E
and an exciting range of services. A
17
I ,
, e d
x e
r r
B O S T O N SPA. W E T H E R B Y . W E S T YORKSHIRE. U N I T E D K I N G D O M , LS13 7 8 4 . T E L N O .

spring 1992
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Speeblmng in pur speebhy.
SiverPlatter customers extend far
beyond academic libraries because our
databases cover from:
Business to Teclmology,
Chemistry to Mathema tics,
Finance to Transportation,
and everyhere in between.
Silverl'latter as the hfonmtion that
you need.

A business sol&n.
You don't have the time to search tluough
irrelevant data. With information
dedicatedP u r s r a l t y ; sopllisticated
seem I software; LAN/WAN
and powe
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Call M a y 8003434064.
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Automated Authority Control:
Making the Transition
By Amey L. Park
-

-

-

-

Authority control is needed in online databases in special libraries to ensure the
consistent use of access points and to establish a reference structure leading the
patron to the correct and related headings. Ten ste s are given which may be helpful
in making the transition from a manual authority ile to an automated one. Included
is an introduction to authority control and explanations of MARC authority records
and methods of file creation. Also discussed are possible policy decisions, training
staff by checking the authority file, catching up with authority work, and remaining
current with ongoing authority work and the discipline. Guidelines are provided
about remaining realistic about automation possibilities.

P

Need for Authority Control in
Special Libraries

Introduction
Authority control provides a finding function to databases such as a library's catalog or
to information storage and retrieval systems
such as BASIS. Authority control helps a
patron find information by providing consistent headings, or access points, which lead to
all works in a database by agiven author, about
a given subject, or under a collective title. In
addition,reference headings contained within
authority records provide links to other access
points and between varying forms of access
points.
Authority work is the process of creating
authority records by making the intellectual
decisions required to establish and record the
authorized and reference headings following
AACR2 standards. Authority control is the
process of adding those authority records to a
database, ensuring "the establishment of logical links between authority records and access
points to bibliographic records."' This article
focuses on automated authority control and
includes guidelines about making the transition from a manual to an automated authority
control system.
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Authority control is necessary in special
libraries with automated catalogs because it
provides quality control, ensuring that headings in bibliographic records are collected in
one place and are not scattered among varying
access points. Although some haveargued that
the advent of automatedlibrary catalogs would
remove the need for authority control,
Malinconico points out that "Unless a machine readable database has a coherent underlying organization, sophisticated retrieval can
only ensure access to individual items.. .,"and
"...an intellectually comprehensive search.. .
can only be ensured by the nature of the organization of the database to be searched."
Authoritycontrol is necessary because, without it, material may not be accessible. In a
database lacking authority control,books published about nuclear energy may & found
under varying forms of subject headings such
as "Atomic energy," "Atomic power,"
"Nuclearpower,"and others. In suchasystem,
a patron can never be sure that they have found
everything in the database about nuclear enS p m l libraries Asrociatiin
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ergy because the possibility exists that items
are located under a different heading that they
have not considered as an access point.
In a database with authority control, all
books published about nuclear energyarefound
under "Nuclear energy." A patron searching
under any of the above terms is given a reference to the correct heading.
ATOMIC ENERGY
search under
NUCLEAR ENERGY
Authority control is also necessary in online
databases because it provides links to other
related headings. These links are not present
unless they are explicitly coded in the authority record. The patron who searched for the
heading "Nuclear energy" in the exampleabove
is also provided references to other related
headings in use in the database.
NUCLEAR ENERGY
search also under
NUCLEAR CRISIS CONTROL
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
NUCLEAR EXCAVATION
NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
NUCLEAR REACTORS
Even though automation allows for sophisticated searching capabilities, database
organization results only when there are relationships between headings. These relationships cannot be intellectually established by a
computer and they ensure that patrons are
directed to all relevant information conceming their topic.

Introduction to Authority Control
-

-

-

Headings which require authority work include personal, corporate, conference, and
geographic names; uniform titles such as those
for a composer or author; or for works such as
the Bible, series titles, and subject headings.
An authority record contains the name or
NUC symbol of the cataloging source which
established the heading, the standardized and

unique established heading, variant forms of
the heading ("search under" headings), related
forms of the heading ("search also under"
headings), notes about the heading-including historical, biographical, and local notes,
and the source from which information was
obtained in order to establish the heading.
When theauthorityand bibliographic filesare
linked, the authority file's cross reference structure is present in the bibliographic file, guiding
patrons to the established heading and directing
them to topics related to the one being searched.
Thus, headings are collected uniformly and
consistently in the bibliographic file.
MARC (machine readable cataloging) authority records are created by several sources,
including the Library of Congress (LC) and
National Coordinated Cataloging Operations
(NACO) participants who conmbute authority records to LC's authority file. Of course, a
library may create local authority records for
its online catalog for headings which have not
been established by the Library of Congress.
Steps which may be used when making the
transition from a manual to an automated authority file are provided below. While the
steps are listed linearly, some could occur
concurrent1y.

Ste 1: Researching Authority Control:
Bib iographiis and Tools

/'

Bibliographies on authority control during
the past ten years have been written by Auld,
~ u r ~ eclack,
r , a n d ~ a ~ l o1nraddition,~vram,
.~
Burger, Clack, Henderson,Runkle, Schmierer,
and Tillett have written overview articles and
tests devoted to authority work.4
Become familiar with tools used to create
automated authority records. Creating the intellectual content of an authority record requires establishing the correct heading and
ensuring that the relationships between headings are consistent. An authority record's form
is set by MARC standards which dictate the
placement of the content in coded fields, allowing for computer manipulation of the data.
There are several sources which are used for
the intellectual content and form of automated
authority work.5
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Step 2: Familiarization with Online
Authority Records
A MARC authority record is made up of a
leader and two kinds of fields. Fixed fields
each have a definite, "fixed" length, containing data that is important for machine manipulation and provides helpful information to
the cataloger.
Some important fixed fields for authority
records include the kind of record code, descriptive cataloging rules code, subject heading system/thesauruscode, type of series code,
numberedlunnumbered series code, heading
use codes (which indicate if the authority record
may be used as a main or added entry, subject
heading, and/or series entry), reference evaluation code, record update in process code,
level of establishment code, and the cataloging
source code.

Figure 1: Format of a MARC Authority
Record-Variable Fields
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Variable fields contain the actual content of
the authority data and vary in length. They are
preceded by tags which are composed of three
numbers. The digits of the tag may vary depending on the type of heading and are indicated by the use of the variable "x" or "xx." A
concise chart listing the variable fieldsis given
in figure 1.
An example of an online authority record as
displayed on authority file in OCLC is given in
figure 2.
The National Union Catalog (NUC) symbol
for the cataloging source that established the
heading is given in the 040 field. The established heading is given in the I x x field.

110 2 0 WABC-TV (Television station :

New York, N.Y.)

Figure 2: Automated Authority Record
in the Authority Field

111 20 Olympic Games #n (21st :#d 1976
: #c Montreal, Quebec)
130 0

Solemn League and Covenant #d
(1643)

150 0

Cats

151 0

Le Mont-Saint Michel (France)

Invalid (search under) references are given
in 4xx fields, and variant, valid (search also
under) references are given in 5xx fields.
There is a parallel tagging structure within
the lxx, 4xx, and 5xx fields that can be seen in
figure 1and in the above examples. The tag for
personal names ends in "00," hence a 100is an
established heading for a personal name, a 400
is an invalid heading for a personal name, and
a 500 is a related heading for a personal name.
Likewise, the tags for corporate names end in
"10," conference and meeting names end in
"11," series and uniform titles end in "30,"
subject headings end in "50," and geographic
names end in "5 1."
Series notes and decisions about their tracing practices are found in 64x fields, notes

about the source of information used to establish the heading are in 67x fields, notes about
subject headings are in 68x fields, and local
notes are in 69x fields.
Following each tag are two indicators, one
or both of which may contain blanks. Indicators provide information useful to the computer and cataloger.
Subfield values further specify information
within each variable field. Subfields are preceded by a delimiter mark (#). Examples of
subfields forthe 100,400,and 500 (sometimes
referred to as x00 fields) include #q for the
qualifier, #d for the date, #t for a title (as in a
narndtitle heading), and #m for the medium of
performance (in a nameltitle uniform heading
for a musical composer).
100 10 Beethoven, Ludwig van. #d 17701827. #t Sonatas, #m piano
100 10 Shakespeare, William, #d 15641616. #t Hamlet
100 20 T-W-Fiennes, Richard N. #q (Richard Nathaniel), #d 1909-
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One important subfield in 4xx and 5xx fields
warrants additional explanation. Subfield w
(#w) is present only if there is a special relationship between the heading in the reference
and the established heading. It is summarized
in Figure 3.
There are four positions for subfield w, each
of which must be considered independentlyof
the other four positions. The first position is a
special relationshipcode, the second is a tracing restriction code, the third is an earlier
cataloging rules code or an earlier form of
heading code, and the fourth controls the display of the reference to the public. Coding all
four positions is required only if the fourth
position has relevance. The character "n" may
be used in preceding positions to act as placeholders sothat subsequentvalues can becoded.
An "n" means that the position is not applicable for the heading.

Step 3: Creating an Authority File
Smaller libraries or those lacking funds to
purchase vendor servicesmay opt to create the
authority fileinhouse. If this method ischosen,
authority records should be created for each

Figure 3: Subfield w
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access point in the catalog, especially those
headings which require cross references. Authority records can be added by exporting the
records from a bibliographic utility or by
rekeying the authority record.
After the authority file is created, the bibliographic file should be checked to ensure
consistency between authorized headings and
bibliographic headings. Computer-generated
listings of the 4xx fields can be used to create
lists of possible incorrect headings. These lists
can then be searched against the bibliographic
file and corrections applied to bibliographic
headings that are found in conflict with the
authorized heading.
The most effective and least time-consurning method of creating an authority file is to
pay a vendor to create the file and to apply
corrections to the bibliographic file. Dalehite
has provided a description of services offered
by vendom6 Such services vary, but they
typically include processing archival bibliographic tapes that were created by a bibliographic utility. This is done by matching bibliographic headings against LC's name (includes series records) and subject authority
tapes and/or Medical Subject Headings

(MeSH) and creating a tape of matching authority records. The library may also opt to
have the vendor correct bibliographic headings based on the authority record structure.

Step 4: Determining Workflow and Local
Policies
Determining the workflow and local policies to be followed when doing authority work
in an automated environment calls for deciding who will be responsible for authority work
and control tasks, including creating the intellectual content of therecords,adding authority
records to the database, checking the consistency and relationship between the headings
and references, evaluating the file and its effectiveness, and training staff members. Another important decision is to determine the
point at which authority work will be performed, either pre- or post-cataloging. Decisions such as these are often dependent on the
system with which the library has chosen to
automate its catalog.
Local policy issues include the following
list of questions:
1. Should the library alter fields in an LC or
NACO-provided authority record? How
will those changesbe recorded? Are there
any circumstances in which an LC-established heading (Ixx field) will be
changed in the local authority file? Will
all 4xx's (search under references) from
LC's authority records be retained?

Libraries that are members of a bibliographic
utility cannot make revisions to authority
records in the utility, but can usually make
revisions to records in their local file. A library
may decide that it will modify Library of
Congress or other NACO authority records in
its local database.
Some libraries add death dates to personal
name headings or make other changes that are
not in the LC authority record. A library may
also delete information in LC records, such as
references that contain foreign spellings for
popular authors, because those references are
not helpful to its patrons.

If modifications are made, certain conventions are recommended. Subfield d (#d) with
the institution'sNUC symbol should beadded
to the 040 (cataloging source field) to indicate
that the local library modified the authority
record in their local database. Additionally.
the library should add a 69x (local) note that
explains how the record was modified.
2. Will the library switch toLC practice for
series headings, or will it continue to
follow its own local practice?
If a vendor created the series authority file,
it was done by matching bibliographical series
headings against a national authority file, such
as the Library of Congress'. As such, resulting
series authority records which are added to the
local library's onlineauthorityfile reflect LC's
series treatment, which is not necessarily the
local library's series treatment.
If a library decides to continue their local
practice for series, the 64x (series notes)
fields are most often modified. It is recornmended that the library include LC's practice
in each field following their own practice for
clarification.

645:: #a t #5 OKentU #a n #5 DLC
In this example, Kent State University Libraries traces a series while the Library of
Congress does not. Recording LC's practice
helps explain bibliographic series tagging to
catalogers using LC cataloging copy.

3. Who may initiate the request for an
inhouse change and who is authorized to
make the changes?
Because of the need for accurate information in the authority file, only those staff members who understand authority work well
should be permitted to revise authority records.
Changes to authority records could be requested by any staff member or patron, but
should be reviewed by a professional cataloger who is responsible for deciding whether
or not the revision should be made.
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4. Who will be permitted to authorize global changes?
Globalchanges are changesapplied to smngs
of characters wherever they appear throughout the database. Strings of characters that
should not be altered may be revised if global
changes are initiated without careful thought.
If not properly restricted, for example, changing "U.S." to "United States" changes every
occurrence of "U.S.," including those cases
where "U.S." is part of a corporate heading.
Because of the possible danger, this function
should be performed or reviewed before action by a professional cataloger.
5. Will the library stop 5xx's (search also
from references) from displaying to the
public by coding the fourth position of
subfield w "a"?
In many automated systems, coding the
fourth position of subfield w (#w) in 4xx
(search under) and 5xx (search also under)
headings stops the reference from displaying
to the public. In the following example, the
patron would not be given references from
"Atomic energy" or "Nuclear physics" to
"Nuclear energy " if the authority record for
"Nuclear energy" appeared (in an abbreviated
form) with the fourth position of subfield w
coded "a".
150 0
450 0
550 0

Nuclear energy
#w nnna #a Atomic energy
#w nnna #a Nuclear physics

Libraries that are interested in maximizing
available entry points should leave the fourth
position of subfield w blank. Following is the
form the abbreviated authority record for
"Nuclear energy" would take if the fourth
position of subfield w is not coded.
150 0
450 0
550 0

Nuclear energy
Atomic energy
Nuclear physics

The references would display to the patrons
in the following way.
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Atomic energy
NUCLEAR PHYSICS
search under
search also under
NUCLEAR
NUCLEAR ENERGY
ENERGY
References from 4xx and 5xx headings always lead from the heading in the 4xx or 5xx
to the heading in the lxx. As long as the library
does not add authority records for headings
that are not in use at the library (in this example, there should be no authority record for
"Nuclear energy" if the library owns no items
under that heading), the patron will never be
directed to apoint at which there are no headings, but always from access points to additional access points.
A library may choose not to display some
kinds of references to the public including
those that are made only for the catalogers'
use, such as 4xx (search under) referencesthat
are made to normalize punctuation. If a library
does not want to display a reference, it should
code the fourth position of subfield w "a."
6. Does the library need to have an authority record for every access point in
the database,or only certainones?Which
ones fall into the category for inclusion?

Some systems automatically create an authority record for each incomingheading. These
records "hold" the access point for all its uses
throughout the database. Libraries whose systems are not set up this way may establish an
authority record for only the "parent" or main
part of the heading, for subject headings with
subdivisions which have cross references,and
for records which may prove useful to the
patrons or staff. Some libraries include only
those records which contain cross references
or important notes.

Step 5: Training Staff and
Step 6: Checking the Authority file
Up to this point, the libraian responsible for
overseeingauthoritycontrol has probably been
the library's only "authority expert." After
automation, more staff members need to become familiar with the authority file.
Training staff to use the automated authority

file can best be accomplished if it is combined
with the checking of the authority file. Training
the staff members who will be using the file to
check it will familiarize them with it and help
them to feel a sense of ownership towards it.
Some errors may be present in the database
which should have been detected during the
inhouse or vendor authority edit but were not.
A sample of authority records and bibliographic access points should be checked for
incorrect dates, misspellings, typographical
errors, and incorrect delimiters. Names that
are used often should be checked because they
have the greatest chance of containing inputting errors. Examples include access points
such as composers, United States presidents
and other world leaders, popular authors, and
common geographic names.
Some libraries check each authority card
against the vendor created authority file and
transfer local cross references and notes to the
online record. A library may also wish to
record local notes and explanations to the
records in itsonlineauthorityfile. Thisamount
of checking can be very time consuming.
If a library decided to continue its local
analytical, tracing, and classification series
practice as opposed to switching to LC practice, each series authority card should be
checked and the online series authority record
modified in order to ensure that the online
records reflect local practice.
Some automated systems print lists of headings which are problematic in the database.
Systems like this may not require the sampling
described above; rather, the library can rely on
the lists to detect problems. Library staff who
will use the system for authority work in the
future can investigate these printouts, which
will also familiarizethem with theauthority file.

Step 7: Catching Up With Authority Work
-

Upon the delivery of a vendorcreated authority file, the library will need to add authority records for accesspoints that have been
used since the date the library's bibliographic
archival tape was sent to the vendor.
There are two methods that can be used to
record which authorityrecords shouldbeadded
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to the library's local authority file. A library
can save printouts or cards for these access
points and add them to the authority file after
it is returned from the vendor or a "gap" tape
containing the bibliographic records that were
created after the library's records were first
sent to the vendor can be sent to the vendor. A
process similar to the one in which the authority file was created would then be performed
on this "gap" tape.
After completing this step, the authority file
should be current and complete.

Step 8: Keeping Up With Ongoing Work
After the authority file is created and made
current, the library needs to keep up with its
ongoing authority work. This includesdealing
with revised authority records and adding authority records for incoming bibliographic
records. Libraries can keep up with current
work inhouse or through a vendor.
Revisions to established headings of authority records create a conflict in a local
system when a bibliographic record containing a newly revised access heading conflicts
with a heading that already exists in the database. Libraries that perform inhouse authority
control may use the Cataloging Service Bulletin, a quarterly publication, and the Music
Cataloging Bulletin, a monthly publication, to
supply them with lists of revised headings.
A library may decide not to use these lists,
but to maintain local consistency and change
authority and bibliographic records only when
a conflict is created by an incoming bibliographic heading.
If theauthority fileand bibliographic file are
not linked, all bibliographic records affected
by authority recordchanges must berevised. If
the authority and bibliographic filesare linked,
this step is automatic.
Libraries whose automated systems allow
for global changecapabilitiesare able to revise
bibliographic records with relative ease. Libraries whose systems do not permit global
changes may decide that somechangesrequire
too much work and opt not to revise the headings; however, the conflict between existing
bibliographic access points and incoming ac-
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cess points will only increase over time.
Libraries that do inhouse authority work
should continue to add authority records for
currentcataloging to the file as well as keep up
with revised headings. Workforms with specific fields for each type of authority record
should be designed for headings that LC has
not established.
Many automated systems supply lists of
new headings after they have entered the database. These lists can be used to spot problems
in headings and to start the workflow for
adding authority records to the database.
Some bibliographic utilities continue to allow access to authority records which LC is
updating. The fixed field "Record update in
process" for these records are coded "b" and a
667 field (name usage or scope note) describes
the change being made and the date that the
change was initiated. If theserecordsare added
to the database, special care should be taken
regarding the note. Additionally, the record
should be examined again in several months to
revise the record in the database after LC has
made the change(s).
Ongoingauthority work is available through
vendors for libraries who lack the staff to
perform inhouse database maintenance. The
library periodically sends the vendor a tape of
bibliographic records from the date of the
vendor's last authority edit. The vendor then
processes this tape in a procedure similar to the
one used to originally create the file. Local
authority workforms may be used by special
libraries subscribing to ongoing vendor authority service to create authority records that
have not been established by LC but are of
interest.

Step 9: Staying Current in the Discipline
Three ways to stay current with developments in the field of authority control are to
read professional journals, become active in
professional organizations that discuss authority control issues, and subscribe to BITNET lists that discuss authority issues.
Professional journals that are likely to publish articlesrelated to authority control include
Cataloging & Classification Quarterly, Li-
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brary Resources and Technical Services, and
Technical Services Quarterly.
The Association for Library Collections and
Technical Services (ALCTS) Cataloging and
Classification Section (CCS) Authority Control
Interest Group (ACIG) meets regularly at summer and midwinter American Library Association conferences to discuss topics of interest to
librarians responsible for authority control.
Additionally, many automated systems have
authority control interest groups which meet
regularly. These groups act as resources for
librarians using the same automated system and
as lobbying agents to the vendor who sells the
automated system, working to ensure that system improvements are made.
The BITNET discussion list AUTOCAT at
WMVMactively discusses authorityandcataloging issues. Authority questions are often
posted tothis list and answeredby professionals
with authority control expertise. Other BITNET
discussion lists discuss issues of interest to
users of particular automated systems.

Step 10: Retrospective Work
As local library databases merge with other
libraries' databases, headings will inevitably
conflict and database problems will have to be
resolved. Retrospective"c1eanup"projectswhich
are necessary after each database load can be
done inhouse or through a vendor. Ongoing
vendor work is described in step eight above.
Libraries who opt for inhouse authority control should repeat step six to find errors resulting from database loads. Subject heading conflicts can be found through the use of Burgett
and Roberts' compilation of revised subject
headings from 1973 until 1988: Additional
lists can be found in the introductory pages of
each Library of Congress Subject Headings.
Some automated systems print lists of conflicting headings which require investigation,
thus repeating step six and checking lists may
not be necessary.

Conclusion
It is important to stay realistic about what
automation will and will not do for the library.

Automatedauthority work doesnot decrease the
amount of work to be done, although it may
change the kind of work that is done. Automation makes problems more blatantly noticeable
and harder to ignore. The automated system is
very literal and requires great attention to detail.
Typographical errors are not overlooked by the
computer as they were by a card filer or patron.
At the same time, automation usually makes

problems easiertocorrect. Global changes,when
performed with caution, allow for quick revision of bibliographic records.
The payoff for maintaining an automated
authority file and its links to the database is
great: improved consistency and fewer conflicts among access points along with the establishmentof linking headings leadsto greater
access to information for patrons.
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The Weeding of a Historical Society Library
By Gndy Steinhoff Drake

W The Nebraska State Historical Society began a maior deaccessioning (weeding) of
its library in October 1985. By the time the weeding was finished in November
1986, the Society had become embroiled in a major controversy over the handling of
this project. A summary of the events leading to the decision to weed, the procedures
used, and the results achieved may be of benefit to other libraries facing this issue.

Background
Since the founding of the Nebraska State
Historical Society in 1878,the SocietyLibrary
has played a major role in its operation. Its
collecting policy followed the Society's collecting policy, which encompassed "everything that, by themost liberal construction,can
illustrate the history of Nebraska-its early
settlement,its progress or present conditionwhich will beof valueor interest tosucceeding
generations." The Society was declared a state
institution in 1883. In 1907the Society's statutory authority provided that it should collect
materia16'pertainingtothe history of the world,
particularly to that of Nebraska and the West."
Under these liberal policies the library collection expanded to the point that by 1946
storage became a critical problem.
That same year a new superintendent of the
Society, Dr. James C. Olson, informed the
executive board that the library containedgreat
quantities of material not pertinent to the history of Nebraska or the American West. He
felt there needed to be a new definition of the
library's scope by strictly limiting its collection to material pertinent to the history of the
state and the region of which it was a part. Ht
requested an inventory of the library's uncataloged holdings (backlog) to determine what to
incorporate into the Society's collection and
what to cull. Olson proposed that the Board
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authorize him to offer discarded books to agencies in Nebraska, then to agencies in other
states, and to sell the remainder. The Nebraska
Attorney General in 1947 ruled that because
the Society was a state institution, it needed
legislative authorization for the disposal of
state-owned material. With the help of Arthur
Carmody, a Society Board memberanda state
senator, Legislative Bill 223 was approved on
March 19,1949,giving the Society immediate
authorization to "sell, exchange, destroy or
otherwise dispose of any surplus, damaged,
defective. or duplicate books, or materials in
its collection." With this legislation in place,
the library could focus on weeding both its
uncataloged and cataloged material.
Response to this legislation was slow over
the next 18 years. The inventory Olson requested estimated the backlog at 50,000 items
in 1950 but at 30,000 in 1952. Between 1950
and 1957, the library sent out 11 lists of backlogged material consisting of 4,153 titles. It
cataloged another 5,265 titles (consisting of
11,846 volumes). The library report for 1960
showed disposition of surplus material had
ceased. Evidently other projects had higher
priority. After 1968 the staff concentrated on
new collections such as 1,000 genealogical
publications transferred from the State Law
Library and a major private collection consisting of 21,000 volumes. Because much of the
latter collection duplicated existing holdings,
Spetal Ljbraries Awxiation
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fewer than 2,000 volumes from it remained
after the 1985-86 weeding.
Weeding of the cataloged portion of the library proceeded at an even slower pace. The
1950 inventory showed 5,811 cataloged titles
which accounted for 13,726 volumes. By the
late 1960sonly56 titles wereremoved.Between
1968and 1975,unwritten guidelines permitted
weeding of 2,677 volumes. From 1975until fall
1985the library staff found it increasinglydifficult, and finally impossible, to keep up with
cataloging new titles and to complete processing new donations. Weeding ceased, and a new
backlog accumulated, because there was no
clearly defined collection policy to limit acquisitions or provide for weeding.
The last accurate record of cataloged materials (1975) showed 30,130 titles which included 65,738 volumes. Ten years later the
head librarian estimated the collection at
100,000 cataloged and uncataloged volumes.
One exasperated staff member claimed that
the books reproduced when left in the dark.
That possibility began to seem more and more
likely as the backlog continued to grow.

the consultant's recommendations, there was
no policy for deaccessioning.
As aresult of the consultant's report and the
director's request, the head librarian in February of 1985 revised the collection policy and
added guidelines for "deselection." Neither
the collection policy nor deselection guidelines amounted to a clear policy with welldefined procedures.
When a new director, Dr. James A. Hanson,
arrived in June 1985, he found the library
facing a crisis much like the one that existed
when James C. Olson became superintendent
in 1946. The crowding had exceeded the capacity of the library's reading room-two assigned stack levels (photograph 1)-and the
overflow areas, and had limited use of public
access areas by patrons and staff. Hanson
directed that the library be weeded, particularly when he concluded that the plans to move
the library into quarters vacated by the society
museum in 1983 were not feasible due to lack
of funds and the new area's lack of weightbearing capacity.

The Deaccessioning Project
The 1984 Evaluation
In 1984 the Society Board recommended a
self-study of all functions of the Society. The
head librarian and the staff evaluated the library and prepared a report which included
future plans based on the evaluation.
An outside consultant's review of the library,part of the self-study in September 1984,
included 20 recommendations; most emphasized the need for additional space and funding. Two recommendations suggested evaluating the collection policy and creating a policy
for deaccessioning (weeding). The director of
the Society,preparing to retire, acknowledged
that weeding was needed and asked the head
librarian to plan for it. In November the head
librarian wrote a brief procedure outlining the
paperwork necessary todeaccession individual
items but prepared no formal policy. The final
self-study report prepared by the head librarian in December 1984 included a collection
development policy which mentioned
deaccessioning in a single sentence. Despite
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Since the small library staff could not handle
a massive weeding, the director deviseda team
approach for deaccessioning, scheduled to
begin in November 1985. He chose five staff
members from outside the library, each qualified by formal training and experience in specific areas of Nebraska and Great Plains history such as frontier history, pre-temtorial and
local history, Indian and military history, archaeology, anthropology, and material culture. The library's representative was the head
librarian, whose special interest was genealogy. Anadditional library staff member helped
the head librarian handle the paperwork. The
head librarian later delegated her team responsibilities to the assistant librarian. Other staff
members participated occasionally to add expertise in areas such as folklore, architecture,
Nebraska authors, or to substitute for absent
members. The team worked one hour per day,
five days per week, from November 1985until
November 1986. The team's combination of
training and cumulative work experience at

Photograph 1

the Society of over 76 years gave it a depth of
knowledge about material needed for research
in specific fields as well as material relevant to
general Nebraska history.
During the weeding, team members examined and evaluated each title. The team began
with cataloged items and moved down the
shelves,literallypassing each volumefrom hand
to hand. Members examined uncataloged works,
box by box. In most cases,all team members had
to agree to discard a title. When the members
disagreed, one member's expertise in the relevant field was the deciding factor. Library staff
completed paperwork and packed discarded
books in boxes to be moved to a holding area.
Approximately one hourofpaperworkfollowed
each hour of weeding, not including pulling
cards from the public catalog. That task required
several additional months.
The team found that the collection policy
written in 1985 was inadequate for some of the
situations it confronted, and it developed a
more comprehensive collection policy as the
work proceeded. Nebraska imprints, local history, and genealogy were easy to evaluate,but
the team needed a more specificdefinition of

"the West" for history, anthropology,andpolitics. The team established ten criteria which
became the standard for current acquisition
and weeding policies. One criterion was the
number of copies of each title to be kept. Since
most non-Nebraska imprints could be borrowed from other sources, the team decided to
keep one copy of each book that met the
crit~riaof the updated collection policy when
it was a secondary source or a professional
publication. Two or three copies of all Nebraska imprints were retained, one for public
use and one or two for security copies. The
library had stopped interlibrary loan of hard
copy in 1954. The team decided not to retain
extra copies to furnish a new system.
To minimize mistakes,the entire society staff
had five"book look" opportunities to review all
discarded books. Anything that looked as if it
had been discardedby mistakewas rechecked. A
few items came back into thecollection through
this method, for example,books by little-known
Nebraska authors. Staff could select discarded
books for use as office copies; nothing went for
personal use.
The tedious task found its light side when
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the team began to choose a weeded book as the
"Book of the Day" and then "Book of the
Week." Although each book might be valuable in another library, it lacked value to ours.
Some of the winners included Life Histories of
North American Cuckoos; Goatsuckers,Hummingbirds,and Their Allies; History ofFrance
in Words of One Syllable; and Getting the
Most out of Your Circular Saw.

The Public Response
In addition to the technical and professional
considerations, the weeding project encountereda problem of public relations. Even though
the state statute of 1949 authorized weeding
and the Board had approved the director's
plan, controversy developed. A few months
after the weeding began, individuals, particularly genealogists who had been misinformed
about the purpose and extent of the weeding,
began sending letters to the Society and its
Board demanding the director's ouster. From
its beginning the library had collected out-ofstate genealogy and history material, and by
the 1970sit had become the unofficial genealogy library for the state. Because of the team's
concentration on Nebraska and the American
West, some genealogistsbelieved that the team
was discarding the category of books most
useful to them. The team had begun with a
liberal policy in those two areas. It had kept all
out-of-state and county histories as well as
historical journals from other states, discarding only duplicates. The team applied the same
standards to the genealogy collection, consisting of approximately 10,000 family histories and out-of-state genealogy books, and
only 257 duplicates were discarded. But the
views of a minority of Society Board members
and a few disgruntled employees, personally
unhappy with Dr. Hanson's decisions in other
areas, encouraged the promulgation of misinformation in the news media as well as by
word of mouth. Most critics ignored repeated
invitations to attend a weeding session and
review the process. They questioned the qualifications of team members who were not
"trained librarians." The team members, qualified in specific professional areas, took the
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task seriously. Since the library collection was
the primary source of printed material for their
own research as well as the primary source on
Nebraska history, they,morethananyoneelse,
understood that errors in weeding could affect
their resources later.
Dr. Hanson was originally given approval by
the Board to dispose of weeded books in much
the same manner as had been requested by Dr.
Olson in 1946.He recommended that all weeded
books go to the University of Nebraska Library
for selection of useful titles and then to the
Nebraska Library Commission. Titles returned
from the commission would be sold.
Because of the public controversy,the Board
voted in April of 1986 to give the books from
the weeding directly to the Nebraska State
Historical Society (NSHS) Foundation. This
was seen as an expedient to defuse the conuoversy even though the foundation had no
mechanism to deal with the books. The foundation refused to accept the books. At the
October 1986 meeting, the Board, still concerned about negative publicity, directed Director Hanson to contact the American Association for State and Local History for recommended external evaluators. From the list the
NSHS President selected Dr. Lawrence
Towner, President and Librarian Emeritus of
the Newberry Library. Towner's evaluation
supported the weeding procedures and recommended the disposition of the weededbooksas
Dr. Hanson had originally outlined. Towner
also concluded that the controversy over the
library had little to do with books. Rather it
reflectedapolitical battle between the society's
new leadership and a few Board members and
employees who resisted change. The Society
Board voted to accept the evaluation of Dr.
Towner in February of 1987. Although diehard critics refused to accept this settlement,
the furor subsided, and work on the project
continued. At its conclusion the team estimated that it had weeded 20,000 books or onefifth of the collection.

The Benefits
Before the weeding, lack of space had necessitated splitting some Dewey Decimal sec-
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tions into several storage areas, and books
were "lost" in the system. With irrelevant and
duplicate material removed, library staff
cleaned up the stacks and restored logical
order to the collection. The stack levels now
not only have material in order, but also have
shelf room for expansion (photograph 2).
After removing the deaccessioned materials, the library staff revised its plans for moving into larger quarters with a more realistic
and economical approach to shelving needs.
Instead of the originally estimated cost of
$75,000,the library movedintoexpandedquarters in September of 1987 for slightly less than
$25,000. Because the public performs its research in the new area, the reading room contains the most frequently used sections of the
library: genealogy and Nebraska local history.
Stack areas formerly open to the public are
now closed. On October 8, 1988, the remodeled library was dedicated as the James C.
Olson Research Library, in recognition of his
contributions to the Society.
Shipments of weeded books to the university began. University librarians kept approximately ten percent of the weeded ma-
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terial and returned the rest to the Society. The
Nebraska Library Commission declined to
examine the weeded books.
As books returned, Dr. Hanson, the only
staff member with experience in appraising
books, did the last sorting and priced them.
This provided another opportunity to retrieve
books discarded by mistake. At the Society
Board meeting in June 1988, the Board approved a book sale to be handled by the Museum Shop. The first 2,000 books went on sale
July 1,1988.Proceeds from the book sale were
put into a trust fund for library acquisitions.

New Acquisition Policies
To ensure a systematic continuing acquisition procedure, Director Hanson named three
staff members to a Library Acquisition Committee. This committee has focused its efforts
on acquisition of specific titles through purchase or donation according to the collection
policy as the weeding committee refined it. It
also coordinates purchases and donationswith
other major libraries in the area to avoid duplicating specialized materials. Even though the
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systematic weeding ended in November of
1986 and the move to new quarters was finished in September 1987, deaccessioningcontinues. Library staff is now doing a complete
inventory, preparing for further automation,
and dealing with preservation problems identified during the weeding. The library staff
continues to weed in the collection as it does
inventory. The team effort is still used in a
modified form with the Technical Services
Librarian contacting former committee members for their advice on retention of certain
titles that need closer inspection. The team
effort has also been used for the past three
years in weeding the Museum Collections
Department of the historical society.
The team approach devised by Dr. Hanson
had several benefits to the library. Without the
intensive weeding project the small library
staff would have been weeding into the next
century. The Society staff now has a better
understandingof the strengthsand weaknesses
of the library collection. The new collection
policy and procedures for weeding established
in the last three years provide for an ongoing
deaccessioning process.

Summary
Although most libraries may not find their
deaccessioning projects becoming the focus
of a political battle for control of the institution, we feel there are three areas to address
when a library contemplates weeding. First,
establish a well-defined collection policy. It
may need updating during weeding but not
extensive revision. Second, obtain statutory
and/or Board authority for deaccessioning.
The board or advisory group should be fully
informed about the collection policy, preparations required, and theresultsexpected.Third,
anticipate groups that may be critical of the
weeding and brief them before the project
begins. Inform all staff associated with your
organization of the purpose and extent of the
project and of their responsibility to maintain
a professional manner and support their
institution's policies when handling the
public's inquiries. Weeding your library may
be a challenge,but the library itself and/or the
institution of which it is a part will benefit,
because the collection will then serve the
institution's goaIs and objectives.

Cindy Steinhoff Drake is Technical Services Librarian, Nebraska State Historical Society,
Lincoln, NE.
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Production of a Periodical lndex by a
Special Library
by Martha M. Stewart and
Jackie I. Hatton
W This paper describes the rationale, method, automation developments, and future
directions of the Air University library lndex to Military Periodicals, a subject index
to 81 English language military and aeronautical periodicals. The thesaurus of
subject headings, and the software and hardware to produce the lndex have all
changed over the 40+ years of its existence. Attempts to take advantage of new
technology, i.e, a CD-ROM product or a computer file of the lndex mounted on an
integrated library system, are also discussed.

Publishing a periodical index is an unusual
activity for a library. But the Air University
Library at Maxwell Air Force Base in Montgomery, AL does just that-it publishes the
Air University Library Index to Military Periodicals (hereinafter called the Index). This
index is distributed throughout the world to
over 1,500 libraries and institutions. Except
for printing and binding, it is created entirely at
the library.

Air Force Professional Military Education
Air University Library is part of AirUniversity whichis theeducationcenter fortheunited
States Air Force. Air University conducts professional military education @ME) and continuing educational programs at the Air War
College, Air Command and Staff College,
Squadron Officer School, and the USAF Senior Noncommissioned Officer Academy.
Degree-granting and specialized educational
programs are conducted at the Air Force Institute of Technology, a satellite campus of Air
University,at Wright-PattersonAFB, OH. The
Ira C. Eaker Center for Professional Development conducts courses for military personnel
who are wing commanders, comptrollers, chap-
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lains, etc. The Air University Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research, and Education develops, analyzes, and tests Air Force concepts,
doctrine, and strategy and the Air Force
Wargaming Center conducts computer war
games for the USAF and other Department of
Defense (DOD) organizations.
Air University Library (AUL) is the largest
library in the Department of Defense and the
largest federal library outside Washington,
DC. The library's mission is toprovideprofessionally directed academic research and information services to Air University and the Air
Force. AUL's collection emphasizes military
science, aeronautics, international relations,
leadership, management, and particularly, Air
Force and DOD operations. The library's collection includes 380,000 monographs and
bound periodical volumes, 500,000 military
documents, 870,OOOmaps and charts, 150,000
regulations and manuals, and over 700,000
microforms. The library's Integrated Library
System offers electronic access to AUL's collections and those of its branches-the Maxwell Community Library, theGunterCommunity Library, and the library at the USAF
Senior Noncommissioned Officer Academy
located at nearby Gunter Air Force Base.
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The Index is part of this mission. Its primary
purpose is to serve the educational and research requirements of Air University students. An index to 81 English language military and aeronautical periodicals, it is published quarterly with an annual cumulation.
The Index was created in 1949 to provide
access to periodical information about military science to students and faculty at Air
University schools; it continues in that vein
today. There is no other index quite like it to
provide this information to Air Force PME
students.

Producing the Index
Four people produce the Index: an editor,
assistant editor, and two library technicians.
This staff is called the Editing Section and is
part of Systems Division, the library's technical services unit. The editor and assistant editor are professional librarians. The indexing is
done by librarians in the library's Reader Services Division. These librarians work directly
with thestudentsand faculty of the schoolsand
are in touch with theirresearch needs. They are
subject experts who publish bibliographies
and provide reference services.There are also
several indexers (called cooperative indexers)
at other Air Force, Army, Marine Corps, and
Navy libraries who index assigned periodicals
and mail their work to Air University Library.
The editing staff selects "significant articles,
news items, and editorials" to be indexed. Subject headings used in the Index are from a
controlled list. They are neither Library of Congress nor Sears subjects,but were developed at
the Library and are geared toward military material. Subject entry is as direct as possible; the
entry for the United States Air Force Strategic
Air Command is simply Strategic Air Command. Enmes are also based on consistency;
types ofairplanesareenteredas:AuplaneTypeB-52; Auplane Type-F-16, etc.
Indexers may make suggestions for changes
in subject headings. The editor and a committee of Reader Services librarians make the
decisions on any subject changes. Another
Reader Services committee helps the editor
decide which magazines will be indexed. Sub-
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jects are continually evolving. Many subject
headings on the space program, which were
created in its heyday in the sixties, have been
deleted in recent years. The Index is produced
on a Zenith 2-248 computer and a Hewlett
Packard LaserJet printer. The software used to
create the Index is Microdex. It is the same
software used to produce the Canadian Periodical Index and was purchased from
InfoGlobe of Toronto, Canada. As each issue
of a periodical is indexed, citations are typed
into the system. At the end of a quarter, "compile and merge" programs are run, and cameraready copy is printed and sent to the printing
plant at Gunter Air ForceBaseforreproduction.
The Index is returned from the printing plant in
approximately one month and is mailed out
from the library.
The Index is distributed free, mainly to military base and technical libraries, as well as to
defense and aerospace companies and many
academic libraries. Getting on the distribution
list is based on justifying a need for the Index.
The Index is also available through the Government Printing Office's Depository Library
System.

Future Directions
Through automation, the Editing Section
has cut the time it takes to produce the Index
and increased the access points in it. Before
automation, only name entries for prominent
persons, e.g., admirals, generals, DOD officials, etc., were provided. Now, the Index
includes separate name entries for all authors
plus those for prominent people.
In addition to more access points, different
gateways to the Index are currently being investigated. Two possibilities are producing it
on CD-ROM, or providing a dial-in approach
through the library's Integrated Library System. Since both of these methods have their
advantages and disadvantages, a user survey
was included with the 1990 annual issue to
discover user preferences. Users were asked if
they wanted the Index to change and, if so, to
what format. Since increased access via some
electronically-based means would also be
more costly, AUL also raised the possibility
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of charging for thelndex if it were distributed
in another format.
The clear winner in the survey has been
"Don't change the format anddon't charge for
it!" Given the fact that a majority of the recipients are members of the f e d e r a W D library
community and that DOD's budget is shrinking, most of our users don't feel they can afford
a subscription fee. Many also indicated that
they did not have CD-ROM equipment and
little expectation of getting such equipment
anytime soon. Some special libraries, particularly those in industry, expressed a willingness and ability to pay a subscription fee.
In the survey those making a choice voted
for the CD-ROM option. CD-ROM technol-

ogy is ideal for something like the Indexstoring lots of information which will not
change. The second choice in our survey responses was loading the Index onto AUL's
Integrated Library System as a separate,searchable database.
Air University Library will not disappoint
those librarians who can't afford a subscription fee; however, we are committed to some
kind of electronic access for the Index. While
the final decision on another format for the
Index has not been taken, the Air University
Library Index to Military Periodicals is a
unique library activity and Air University Library will continue to make it better and easier
to use.

Martha Stewart is Editor of Publications, Air University Library.
Jackie Hatton is Chief, Document Systems Branch, Air University Library.
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Resource Sharing in Sci-Tech and Business
Libraries: Formal Networking Practices
by Sharyn I. ladner
This research describes differences and similarities in the resource-sharing
behavior of sci-tech and business special librarians. Data gathered through a mail
survey of sci-tech and business special libraries indicate that 65% of the sci-tech
and 52% of the business libraries are members of formal resource-sharing
networks. In general special libraries which are members of resource-sharing
networks are larger, more affluent, and more often managed by professionals than
those which are not members. The main reason for non-participation in resourcesharing networks is lack of demand or need, mentioned by over half of the nonnetwork members.

This research is a descriptive study of the
resource-sharing (networking) practices of librarians in two different types of special libraries-business and sci-tech-in corporations or other for-profit firms, not for-profit
organizations,andgovernmentor public agencies in the United States. The study was undertaken because there is a lack of systematic,
statistically reliable studies of resource sharing by special libraries.
Although special libraries have been included in some statewide surveys of multitype library networking activities,'. 2, only
one comprehensive study of networking by
special libraries has been published: the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science/Special Libraries Association
(NCLISISLA) Task Force's 1984report, "The
Role of the Special Library in Networks and
~oo~eratives."~
The NCLISISLA study confirmed special
library participation in resource-sharing networks and cooperatives: in a survey of SLA
members, 50% reported that they participated
in at least one formal cooperative program,
with an average of 1.9 networks per library.
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The main reason for non-participation in resource-sharingnetworkswas"1ack of demand,"
mentioned by 35% of the non-participants.
The NCLISISLA Task Force also found that
membership in resource-sharingnetworks varied by type of library; libraries in businesses
and financial institutions were least likely to
join multi-type network^.^ The Task Force
surmised that this was because business and
finance libraries are part of "highly competitive organizations which have little incentive
to cooperate or to share their information
sources with other^."^
Although the SLAINCLIS Task Force survey was the most comprehensive study of
special library involvement in resource-sharing networks to date, its usefulness is limited
by the methodology. Instead of using a probability sample of SLA members, the task
force surveyed members through SLA Chapters. Members in 42 out of 50 Chapters responded to the survey, but response rates
varied considerably and thelargest SLAChapter (New York City) did not participate in the
survey at all. This resulted in a substantial
geographic sampling bias and very likely
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affected networking incidence rates reported
in the survey.7
In 1983 Wiggins conducted a random mail
survey of 200 sci-tech academic and special
libraries to determine factors influencing their
choice of document delivery mechanisms for
serials.* Although Wiggins adhered to appropriate probability sampling methodology, the
narrow scope of his research limits its usefulness. Unlike the NCLISISLA study which
surveyed most types of special libraries,
Wiggins' research was limited to sci-tech libraries in the for-profitsector and in academe,
and network membership was examined only
in the context of interlibrary loan (ILL) activities for articles in serial publications. Given
these constraints, it is not surprising that he
found that only 39% of the xi-tech special
libraries in his sample were members of a
network for document delivery. Wiggins also
found that special librariansin for-profitcompanies are motivated most by the desire for
speedy service and tend not to use a document
delivery system if it has "bothersome procedures" like bibliographic verification, which
slow down the requesting process.

Conceptual Framework and Rationale
Ten years after the NCLISISLA Task Force
study, it is not known with any degree of
certainty how many special libraries in the
United States are membersof resource sharing
networks, what types of networks they join (or
do not join), and what kinds of services they
use. The intervening years have seen enormous growth in networking technology and
applications; library networks had matured
organizationally during the 1980s, and today
some are developing new products and services and selling them to nonmembers as
well, e.g., CARL Systems Uncover database
and OCLC's EPIC system. Networks have
also become more accessible to special libraries in recent years because of technological
advances, such as the shift from expensive
mainframes to microcomputers and advances
in telecommunications, and the emergence of
statewide,user-friendly multi-type networks?
A comprehensive survey research project,
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therefore, was designed to answer the following research questions: What is the incidence
of network membership among special libraries? Are there differences in the resourcesharing behavior among different types of
special libraries? This paper addresses these
questions through an analysis of formal networking practices of sci-tech and business
special librarians. A separate report will examine informalnetworking and the role of professional associations in the same population.'0
The research is limited to two types of special
libraries to minimize problems inherent in analyzing data gathered from a diversepopulation.
Because sci-tech and business libraries represent two very different types of special libraries
and because they comprise the two largest subjectcategories of speciallibraries,findingscommon to both are likely to be characteristic of
speciallibraries ingeneral. In addition,although
some limited studies have been published on
resource sharing by sci-tech special libraries,
there is no published research on formal resource sharing by business libraries.
The following null hypotheses are tested:
(1) sci-tech and business special libraries will
not differ in terms of formal network membership, as measured by number and types of
networksjoined, or frequency of network use;
(2) sci-tech and business librarians will not
differ in their patterns of network use, as
measured by types of services used and problems encountered; and (3) xi-tech and business librarians who do not participate in resource-sharingnetworks will not differ in their
reasons for non-participation,
The definition of a resource-sharing network used in this research is the one also used
by the NCLISISLA Task Force: "A resource
sharing network is a formal arrangement
whereby several libraries or other organizations participate in exchange of information,
materials, services or all three for some functional purpose." This definition does not include personal memberships in professional
organizations such as ALA, SLA, ASIS, or
MLA that librarians may use for informal
exchange of information or materials. For the
purpose of this research, the terms network
and consortium are synonymous."

Methodology
This research is a comparative mail survey
of sci-tech and business special libraries
sampled from the 1990 edition of the Directory of SpecialLibraries andlnformation Centers, published by Gale Research, Inc. The
survey instrument was a self-administered,
eight-page questionnaire. Respondents were
promised a summary of the results and given a
postage-paid return mail envelope as an incentive to complete the questionnaire. The questionnaire addressed formal membership in networks and consortia;informal resource sharing;
attitudes toward the value of networking; and
library organization and size (annualbudget and
number of employees, number of periodical
subscriptions, geographic location, number of
years in existence, etc.). Also included were
checklists of services offered by resource-sharing networks, problems encountered in networks, and reasons for nonmembership.
The questionnairewaspretestedby 25 members of the SpecialLibraries Association at the
SLA Annual Conference in June 1990. Based
on the pretest evaluations, the questionnaire
was revised during the Summer, and surveys
were mailed in the Fall of 1990.
Data were analyzed using SPSS on the UniThree
versity of Miami VAX mini~om~uter.'~
statisticaltests were used to test for differences
between library type (sci-tech vs. business)
and network membership status (members vs.
non-members): (1) chi-squarewas used to test
for differencesin nominal variables with more
than two categories; (2) because the chi-square
statistic is affected by large sample sizes, difference of proportions in dichotomies were
evaluated with z-scores; and (3) t-tests were
used to test for differences in interval level
variables. The difference of proportions test
was also used to test for differences between
sample and population data.13

Population and Sample Characteristics
The special library universe from which the
xi-tech and business library samples were
drawn consists of libraries in profitmaking
companies, not-for-profit organizations, and
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government or public agencies listed in the
Gale Directory. The sci-tech library sample
consistsof librariesin eight scienceor technology-related subject categoriesused in the Gale
Directory where at least 50% of the collection
or subject emphasis is devoted to science or
technology-relateddisciplines.14 he business
library sample consists of libraries in the Gale
Directory business-finance category where at
least 50%of the collection or subject emphasis
is related to business disciplines. Academic
libraries were excluded from the study.
Because the sci-tech special library population is three times the size of the business
library population, and because the research
was designed to be a comparative survey of
about 300 special libraries in each subject
area, the sampling protocols differed for the
two groups.The sci-tech special library sample
was systematically drawn from 50% of the
libraries in the sci-tech special library population; the business library sample was drawn
from all of the special libraries in the business
category, and toachievea sufficientnumberof
responses, a reminder letter with a second
copy of the questionnaire was sent to nonresponding business libraries four weeks later.
A total of 419 sci-tech special library respondents and 28 1 business special libr respondents are included in the analysissnSample
sizes are accurate to within k4.8% for sci-tech
libraries and +5.8% for business libraries at
the 95% confidence level. Response rate for
the special library mailing was 33% and 39%
for the business library mailing; these response
rates are comparable to those found in other
l7
surveys of special librarie~.'~.
Comparison of returned questionnaires with
three GaleDirectorypopulationparameters(subject category, number of employees, and geographic distribution) demonstrated that business library respondents showed under-representation h m libraries with employeecodes of
zero (10% of the population vs. 5% of the
respondents; z = 4.65).18 The sci-tech library
responses were also under-represented in the
zero employee category (14%of the population
vs. 8% of the respondents; z = 3.91), as well as
in the East South Central Census Region (3%of
the population vs. 1% of the respondents: z =

3.38). In addition, the sci-tech library respondents showed a higher than expectedproportion
of responses from libraries in the biological
sciencesubject category (12% of the population
vs. 17% of the respondents; z = -2.88) but a
lower than expectedproportion from libraries in
the science-engineering subject category (56%
of the population vs. 47% of the respondents;
z = 3.69).
The under-representation of libraries with
employee codes of zero was not unexpected;
persons in very small libraries, especiallythose
being run by part-time personnel, would be
more likely not to complete the questionnaire
as they would be less likely to be members of
resource-sharing networks. Since a preliminary analysis of the survey data indicated that
employee size is a factor in network membership, the data are weighted statistically on
employee size and xi-tech subject category to
correct for potential response bias.

Differences Between Sci-Tech and
Business Libraries
Table 1 shows the organizational differences
between sci-tech and business special libraries,
confirming the research assumption that scitech and business libraries represent two diverse
types of special libraries. Basically, business
libraries are larger than sci-tech libraries, measured by both annual budget and number of
employees: 58% of the business libraries have
budgets of $100,000 or more, compared to 47%
of thesci-techlibraries(x2=l3.07,df 3,p<.Ol);
business libraries have an average of 5.1 employees, compared to 3.3 employeesfor xi-tech
libraries (t = -3.10, p < .01). Business libraries
also employ moreprofessionals,on theaverage,
than do sci-tech libraries (2.5 vs. 1.7; t=-2.71, p
< .01), and they have more periodical subscriptions than sci-techlibraries, but this differenceis
not significant (t = -.80).
There are more governmental and public
agency libraries in the sci-techsample, whereas
the business library sample shows higher proportions of libraries in profit-making com a
nies and non-for-profit organizations (x =10.07, df 2, p c .01).
There are geographical differences between
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business and sci-tech special libraries as well
(x2 = 29.38, df 8, p < .001). More sci-tech
special libraries than business libraries are
located in the South Atlantic Census Region,
which is probably due to the large number of
technical librariesin the Washington,DCarea.
Business libraries are more common in the
Mid-Atlantic and East North Central Census
Regions, probably due to the high concentrations of business libraries in New York City
and Chicago. Significantly more business libraries are located in major metropolitan areas; 61% are located in the top 20 Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (MSAs), comparedto42%of
the sci-tech libraries (z = -4.90).

Networking Patterns and
Frequency of Use
Table 2 lists the type of resource-sharing
networks to which sci-tech and business special libraries belong and their frequency of
use.19 Significantly more sci-tech librariesare
members of or have accessto resource-sharing
networks; 65% of the sci-tech libraries are
members of one or more networks, compared
to 52% of the business libraries (z= 3.34). Scitech libraries also access more networks than
business libraries (2.4 vs. 1.9 networks; t =
4.06, p < .001) and use them more frequently;
two-thirds of the sci-tech librarians access
their networks twice a week or more, compared to one-half of the business librarians (x2
= 9.71, df 2, p < .01).
There is little difference in membership
rates between business and xi-tech special
libraries for local, statewide, and regional networks. Significantly more sci-tech libraries,
however, are members of OCLC than are
business libraries (45% vs. 27%; z = 3.77)"
OCLC membership may very well be the factor that accounts for the higher network membership rate and frequency of network use
reported by sci-tech libraries.
Seventeen percent of both business and scitech special libraries reported membership in
non-library subject networks, e.g., membership associations (Geoscience Information
Society and American Management Association), information-providing membership

Table 1

Characteristics of Sci-Tech and Business Libraries

Characteristic
(respondents)

Sci-Tech
Libraries
(4 19)

Business
Libraries
(28 1)

Kind of Librarv
Corporatelfor-profit
Not-for-profit
Governmental/agency
Librarv Budget
Under $50,000
$50,000-$99,999
$100,000-$249,999
$250,000 and above
Geonra~hicDistribution
New England
Mid-Atlantic
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
East North Central
West North Central
Mountain
Pacific
Percent in top 20 MSAs
Periodical Subscriptions (mean)
FTE E ~ D ~ o Y ~ ~ s
One or less
1.1-2.0
2.1-5.0
More than five

Number of employees (mean)
FTE Professionals
Less than one
One
More than one
Number of professionals (mean)

groups (Engineering Societies Libraries and
Conference Board), industry groups (Textile
Information Users Council and the Edison
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Electric Institute), and other resource-sharing
networks (International Association of Fire
Information and Referral Exchange and De-

special libraries

fense Technical Information Center).
Only one percent of the sci-tech special
libraries and none of the business libraries
have access to BITNET or the Internet. This
may very well be an under-representation of
BITNET/Intemet use, since respondents were
not specifically asked whether they accessed
these electronic networks. If respondents did

Table 2

not conceptualize these networks as resourcesharing networks, or if they were unaware that
their institutions provided access to them, they
would not have listed these networks on the
survey form.
Ten percent of the sci-tech librarians and
three percent of the business librarians mentioned that they have access to a "corporate-

Network Membership and Frequency of Use

Networka
(respondents)
Percent in Network

Sci-Tech
Libraries
(27 1)

Business
Libraries
(146)

65%

52%

2.4

1.9

Librarv Networks
Local
Statewide
Regional
OCLC
FEDLINK
RLGIRLIN
WLN
NLM/RMLS
Other libraryb
Other Networks
Subject-based'
"Corporate-wide network"
Bitnetflnternet
Other/Unknown

Twice a week or more
Several times a month
Once a month or less
Mean networks per library
a

Multiple responses possible for network membership; percents may total more than 100%. Percentages
are based on the number of libraries who are members of networks.

A total of 16 other library networks were mentioned by sci-tech respondents and 10 by business library
respondents; none was mentioned by more than 2%.
A total of 25 subject-based networks were mentioned by sci-tech librarians and 16 were mentioned by
business librarians.
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wide network within their organization. Although intra-organizational networks were
not considered networks when this study was
conceptualized, this category is included in
the analysis because of the perception of
these special library respondents who consider themselves to be members of a network
within their own organization. Many of these
respondents listed this type of network as
international in scope, and for a multinational
company with subsidiaries and divisions located throughout the world, a corporate-wide
network truly is an international linking and
sharing of re~ources.~'

Network Services
Survey respondents were given a list of 19
services available through resource-sharing
networks and were asked to indicate whether
they currently used the service. If they did not
currently use it, they were asked whether they
would like to use it if it were available. Table
3 lists current and potential use of these services for sci-tech and business library network members.
The most heavily used services reported by
both types of libraries are related lo interlibrary
loan. ILL for books is the most popular network
service,used by 90%of the sci-tech and 82%of
the business librarians (z = 2.04); ILL for photocopies issecond, used by 88%ofthesci-techand
78% of the business librarians (z = 2.65). Citation or location services are used by 70% of the
sci-techand 57% of the business librarians (z =
2.47) and union lists are used by 62% and 53%,
respectively (z = 1.67). These high usage rates
arecertainly not surprising,and serveto confirm
reports by ~ u r ~ h ~ ,Van
' ' ~ o u s e and
, ~ the
e ~ILL
~ is the numNCLISISLA Task ~ o r c that
ber one reason special librarians join resourceshanng networks.
Sci-tech librarians are heavier users of all
network services than business librarians. In
addition to the ILL-related services discussed
above, significantly more sci-tech than business librarians use shared cataloging (54% vs.
43%; z = 2.03); facsimile (50% vs. 39%; z =
2.1 1); electronic mail or bulletin boards (34%
vs. 22%;z= 2.81); consultation (23% vs. 11%;

z = 3.3 1); or joint equipment purchasing (20%

vs 7%; z = 4.12) through their networks.
It is not surprising that business librarians
would show a lower usage rate for shared
cataloging,sincefewerbusiness librarianshave
access to OCLC. The low percentages of business librarians using facsimile or electronic
mail servicesthrough their networksare, however, unexpected. Even though more xi-tech
special librarians use these servicesthan do the
business librarians,their usage is still less than
The
that of sci-tech academic ~ibrarians.~~
lower use of fax and e-mail by both xi-tech
and business special librarians, in comparison
to academic librarians, supports Wiggins' observation that special librarians rely on comrnercialdocumentdelivery sources,ratherthan
network resources, when they need information quickly.26It is not the case that special
librarians do not have access to these technologies, as Brimsek found that 73% of special
librarians use facsimile and 62% use e-mail
within their own organizations.27
Although more sci-tech librarians than business librarians engage in reference assistance,
reciprocal borrowing,and continuing education
or staff training activities, these differences are
not significant. Few sci-tech or business special
librarians are involved in cooperative collection
development (17% vs. 12%;z = 1.41) or coordinated acquisitions (14% vs. 9%; z = 1.62),
activities which are more heavily engaged in by
sci-tech academic librarians.

Potential or Desired Services
Special Library NetworkMembers. Table
3 shows that there is low demand for additional network services by both sci-tech and
business librarians. Most services are desired
by less than 20% of both the sci-tech and
business librarians whom do not currently
have access to them through their networks.
In fact, slightly more than one-third of each
group does not desire any additional services
from their networks.
Within this context, the most frequently
requested network services are cataloging,
volume discounts or gateway access to databases, and electronicmail. Nineteen percent of
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Table 3

Current and Wanted Services by Network Members
Sci-Tech
Libraries
Use Want

Business
Libraries
Use Want

Cataloging
Citation, location services
Consultation
Continuing education, staff training
Cooperative collection development
Coordinated acquisitions
Courier, document delivery
E-mail, bulletin boards
Facsimile service
ILL: AV, electronic media
ILL: books, microforms
ILL: photocopies
Procurement of equipment, joint purchasing
Reciprocal borrowing
Reference assistance
Shared storage facility
Shared equipment
Union lists
Volume discounts for database
services, gateway access
No additional services mentioned
Total services (mean)
a

8.0

37%

2.5

6.4

38%

2.5

Multiple responses possible; percents may total more than 100%. Base for network members is 27 1scitech libraries and 146 business libraries.

both business and sci-tech librarians currently
not using their networks for cataloging would
like to do so, making a total of 73% of the scitech and 62% of the business library network
members who would use or do use networkbased cataloging. This desire for cataloging
servicesby special librarians who currently do
not have access supports the idea that OCLC
would be used by more special librarians if
they had more affordable or more convenient
access.
Twenty-three percent of the sci-tech and
19%of the business librarians are interested in
obtaining volume discounts and gateway access to remote databases through their net-
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works. Electronic mail is desired by 16% of
the sci-tech and 22% of the business librarians
who currently do not have access to it. Although survey data cannot directly support the
idea that special librarianswould likeaccessto
e-mail networks such as Bitnet or the Internet,
interest expressed by these respondents in network-based electronic mail and gateway access to remote databases may be an indirect
indicator of potential use.
Non-Network Members. Table 4 lists the
potential use of network services by special
librarians who do not currently have access to
resource-sharing networks. In general, both
sci-tech and business special librarians that do

Table 4

Services Wanted by Non-Network Members

Networka
(respondents)

Sci-Tech
Libraries
(147)

Business
Libraries
(133)

Cataloging
Citation, location services
Consultation
Continuing education, staff training
Cooperative collection development
Coordinated acquisitions
Courier, document delivery
E-mail, bulletin boards
Facsimile service
ILL: AV, electronic media
ILL: books, microforms
ILL: photocopies
Procurement of equipment, joint purchasing
Reciprocal borrowing
Reference assistance
Shared storage facility
Shared equipment
Union lists
Volume discounts for database
services, gateway access
None mentioned
Total services (mean)
a

12%
5.5

Multiple responses possible; percents may total more than 100%.

not currently use resource-sharing networks
exhibit a lower rate of interest in network
services than the special librarians who use
them, and business librarians appear to show
even less interest than sci-tech librarians.
Three services, however, are desired by a
majority of nonmember sci-tech special librarians: citation-locationservices, wanted by
58%;interlibrary lending of books and microforms, desired by 56%; and ILL of photocopies, desired by 5 1%. The top three desired
services mentioned by nonmember business
libraries are photocopies through ILL (mentioned by 48%), reference assistance (mentioned by 47%),and ILL for books (mentioned
by 43%).

Problems with Resource-Sharing
Networks
Survey respondents were given a list of 15
problems reported in the literature on library
networks and were asked to circle "the five
most important problems" they had experienced with resource-sharing networks. Table
5 ranks these problems by frequency of mention. In general, both groups appear to be
satisfied with theirresource-sharingnetworks;
48% of the business librarians and 38% of the
sci-tech librarians reported that they have not
experienced any problems with their networks
(z = 1.98).
Table 5 demonstrates that there is very little
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Table 5

Problem with Networks Reported by Network Members

Problema
(respondents)

Business
Libraries
(146)

1. Lack of or limited staff time
for networking activities

28%

24%

2.

22%

24 %

16%

11%

Governance structure does not
adequately include special libraries

9%

10%

5. Incompatible technologies between
my system and the network

11%

4%

6. Cataloging and/or ILL standards
too complicated or time-consuming

7%

10%

7. Copyright restrictions on photocopying limit usefulness

9%

6%

8.

Slow system response time or
other telecommunicationsproblems

9%

5%

9. Lack of support or understanding
about networking from management

10%

2%

10. Too many requests for ILLS from
my library, overuse of collection

5%

8%

11. Cataloging of confidential materials
is available for all to see

6%

7%

12. Lack of cooperation from other
member libraries

8%

2%

13. Lack of or poor training,
continuing education by network

5%

6%

14. Loss of or damage to materials
lent to others

4%

2%

15. Service to my users is restricted
as a result of resource sharing

2%

1%

38%

48%

1.5

1.2

Delivery problems, takes too long
to get materials

3. Cost of membership is too high,
difficult to get funding
4.

No problem mentioned
Number of problems (mean)
a

Sci-Tech
Libraries
(271)

Multiple responses possible for problems; percents may total more than ~ W Percentages
O.
are based on
thenumber of respondents who mentioned at least one problem or who checked the "no problem" category.
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difference between xi-tech and business librariesregardingproblemswith networks. Scitech librarians experienced, on the average,
only 1.5 problems, and business librarians,
only 1.2 problems (t = 1.78, n.s.). Only two
problems were mentioned by 20% or more of
the special librarians in each group: limited
staff time for networking activities, experienced by 28% of the sci-tech librarians and
24% of the business librarians (z = 0.93); and
delivery problems, experienced by 22% of the
xi-tech librarians and 24% of the business
librarians (z = -0.48).
Thesedata also refute popular opinion about
special librarians and resource-sharing networks. For example, the data do not support
fears that special librarians will be inundated
by requests for ILLs, or that service to their
own clientele will be hindered if they join
multi-type library networks. Only five percent
of the sci-techandeightpercent of the business
librarians reported that they have experienced
too many requests for ILLs or collection overuse, and only two percent of the sci-tech and
one percent of the business librarians reported
restricted service as a result of resource sharing. Thesefindings supportobservations made
by sega12*and Ferguson and ~ o b l that
e ~
these barriers are perceived rather than real.
Another often-mentionedbarrier to network
participation is that special librarians are hesitant tojoin resource-sharing networks because
of the confidential nature of their collections
and their fear that their holdings will be available for review by competitors. The data do
not support this contention; only six percent of
the xi-tech librarians and seven percent of the
business librarians mentioned confidentiality
as a problem in this survey, supporting
Ferguson and ~ o b l e ~and
' s ~ill's^'
~ observations that the confidentiality issue may very
well be a "red herring" for special librarians.
Findings from non-network members also indicate that confidentiality is a non-issue for
most special librarians; only seven percent of
the sci-tech and eight percent of the business
library respondents mentioned that proprietary
or confidential material in their collections
kept them from joining resource-sharing networks (see Table 6).

Only three out of the 15 problems listed on
Table 5 show differences between the problems experienced by business and xi-tech
libraries, and all three occur more often in x i tech libraries. Eleven percent of the xi-tech
librarians reported that there are incompatibilities between their systems and the network, compared to only 4% of the business
librarians (z = 2.63); 10% reported lack of
support or understanding about networking
from management, compared to only 2% of
the business librarians (z = 3.42). Eight percent reported lack of cooperation from other
libraries,compared to only 2% of the business
librarians (z = 3.05).

Reason for Nonmembership
Table 6 lists the reasons sci-techand business
special libraries are not members of resourcesharing networks.32 The main reason for nonparticipation, mentioned by 55% of the sci-tech
and 61% of the business librarians, is their
perception that they do not need to join a network, or that there is lack of demand for network
services in their libraries. The second major
reason for nonmembership among xi-tech limentioned by 42%, is cost or lack of
~brarians,
~
funds for membership. Business librarians, on
theother hand, weremorelikelytostatethat they
lacked knowledge or information about networks than concern with cost; 36% of the business librarians mentioned lack of knowledge
compared to only 26% who mentioned cost. In
comparison, only 22% of the sci-tech librarians
mentioned lack of knowledgeaboutnetworks as
a reason for nonmembership.
The perceived lack of need for network
membership wasalso the primary reason given
by respondents in theNCLIS/SLA TaskForce
survey,and more recently by special librarians
in ~ a l i f o r n i a Non-participating
.~~
special libraries may be using alternate sources for
services commonly provided by networks; on
theother hand, they may in fact have little need
for these services. This latter explanation may
be the reason for non-participation by the very
small, poorly funded special libraries.
Both sci-tech and business librarians show a
great deal of overlap between the perceived
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Table b

Reason Not in Network

Reasona
(respondents)

Sci-Tech
Libraries
(147)

Business
Libraries
(133)

Lack of demand, have no need to
join a network.
Cost is too high, lack of funds
to join.
Lack of knowledge or information
about networks
Restrictions imposed by my
parent organization, my management
won' t let me join
Only proprietary or confidential
material in my library
Requirements imposed by network,
special libraries are not eligible
to join networks in my area
Other reasons

"

11%

Multiple responses possible; percents may total more than 100%.

lack of need and other reasons for nonmembership, such as cost and lack of knowledge
about networks. Fifty percent of the sci-tech
library respondents who listed cost as a reason
for not joining a resource-sharing network
also listed lack of demand or need as a reason.
Conversely, 38%of those indicating they had
no need to join a network indicated that cost
was also a factor, and 19% said they lacked
informationabout networks. What seems to be
happening with the nonmember sci-tech libraries is the perception that benefits of network membership are not worth the cost because these respondentsperceive less of a need
for network services. For these librarians, network membership may simply not be seen as
a desired option or alternative for access to
information not available within their own
organizations.
The negativecost-benefitrelationship, however, is weaker for nonmember business libraries. Of the business librarians who men-
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tioned they have no need to join a network,
only 27% also mentioned that cost is a factor.
whereas 30% mentioned lack of information
about networks. Of the business librarians
whomentionedcost, however, 65% mentioned
lack of need. With business librarians there
seem to be two modalities operating in their
reasons for not joining networks. Like the scitech respondents, some feel that the benefits of
network membership are not worth the cost;
those who mention both lack of need and lack
of information about networks as reasons for
nonmembership may see resource-sharing
networks assimply not relevant for their information needs. Unlike the sci-tech libraries,
there appears to be no relationshipbetween the
presence of a professional and reasons for
nonmembership for business libraries.

Special Library Profiles
Table 7 profiles sci-tech and business librar-

ies which are (and are not) members of resource-sharing networks. Special libraries
which are members of resource-sharing networks are generally larger, more affluent, and
more often managed by professionals than
those which are not members. These differences are more pronounced among the scitech libraries than the business libraries.
among xi-tech libraries whicharenotmembers of networks, 56% report annual budgets
under $50,000, vs. 20% of the network members (x2=62.07,df 3,p< .001). Similarly,42%
of the business libraries not in networks report

Table 7

annual budgets under $50,000 vs. 21% of
network members (x2 = 13.35, df 3, p < .01).
Network members in both groups subscribe to
more periodicals than nonmembers (sci-tech
libraries: t = 4.92, p < .001; business libraries:
t = 3.81, p < .001).
Thirty percent of the sci-tech libraries which
are not members of networks have less than
one full-time professional in the library, compared to only 8% of the network members (x2
= 41.54, df 2, p < .001). This relationship is
also present for business libraries; 20% of the
nonmember libraries have less than one pro-

Profile of Science and Business Libraries by Network Status

Characteristic
(respondents)

Sci-Tech Libraries
Member Nonmember

Business Libraries
Member Nonmember

Kind of Library
Corporate/for-profit
Not-for-profit
Governmental/agency
Library B udrret
Under $50,000
$50,000-$99,999
$100,000-$249,999
$250,000 and above
Library in top 20 MSA's
Periodical Subscriptions (mean)
FTE Em~lovees
One or less
1.1-2.0
2.1-5.0
More than five
Number of employees (mean)
FTE Professionals
Less than one
One
More than one

Number of professionals (mean)
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fessional compared to eight percent of the
network members (x2 = 10.20, df 2, p c .01).
The NCLISJSLATaskForce pointed out the
realities of library size and funding in their
statement that "some special libraries are too
meagerly staffed or too poorly funded to participate in outside programs of any son."34
Hill also observed that many of the problems
corporate librarians face when weighing the
benefits of network membership are "small
library" problems and are "shared by any library with a small staff," particularly in the
The
~ data
case of cataloging through O C L C . ~
in this study corroborate these observations
and, in addition, suggest that special libraries
with budgets under $50,000 may be just too
small toafford membershipin formal resourcesharing networks.
The relationship between size of library and
network membership, however, is more complex for business libraries than for sci-tech
libraries. Business libraries are, in general,
larger and more affluent than sci-tech libraries, yet almost half do not participate in any
formal resource-sharing networks. One out of
four of the non-participatingbusiness libraries
are, in fact, quite well off financially, with
annual budgets of at least $250,000. An analysis of special libraries located in major urban
centers helps explain this finding.
More business libraries (6 1%) are located in
the top 20 MSAs compared to sci-tech libraries (42%), and significantly more business
library non-network members are located in
these areas compared to network members
(67% vs. 55%; z = - 1.99). In comparison, scitech libraries located in the same MSAs exhibit no urban network membership effect
(44% vs. 41%, z = -0.43). Three urban centers-New York City, Washington, DC, and
Chicagc+account for 54% of the urban business libraries. These three cities show strikingly dissimilar networking patterns, compared to other urban business libraries (x2 =
17.94,df 3, p c .001): Washington, DC shows
the highest percentage of network members
(75%); New York shows the lowest (23%);
and Chicago is in between (58%). New York
City, in fact, accounts for fully 21% of the
business libraries not participating in formal

resource-sharing networks.
Although small sample sizesprohibit examining library budget or staff by MSA, it is very
likely that the New York City business libraries are comparably more affluent and better
staffed than business libraries located elsewhere. An analysis of the business library
sample with New York City librariesexcluded
supports this assumption, since the percentage
of non-network member libraries with annual
budgets of $250,000or more drops from 24%
to 17%; it also demonstrates that business
libraries in New York City are really an exception to the model relating library affluence and
professional staffing to membership in formal
resource-sharing networks.

Summary and Implications
This research describesdifferencesand similaritiesin theresource-sharingbehavior of scitech and business speciallibrarians.Thisanalysis demonstrates that there are differences between xi-tech and business libraries in two
dimensions (rejection of hypotheses one and
two): (1) more sci-tech librarians than business librarians are members of or have access
to formal resource-sharing networks, and they
access them more frequently and (2) sci-tech
and business librarians differ in their patterns
of network use, as measured by services used
although not in problems experienced. In a
third area, there are no differences (hypothesis
three not rejected); sci-tech and business librarians who are not members of resourcesharing networks do not differ in their reasons
for nonmembership. Reasons for and implications of these findings are discussed below.
Network membership.Overall,65% of the
sci-tech libraries and 52% of the business
libraries are members of or have access to
formal resource-sharing networks. Although
more sci-tech libraries are network members
than business libraries, both types of special
librarians are active users of local and statewide library networks. Differences in overall
network membershipareprobablydue to membership in OCLC by significantly more scitech libraries, and the fact that sci-tech libraries are members of more networks, on the

average, than business libraries.
In general, special libraries which are members of resource sharing networks are larger,
more affluent, and more often managed by
professionals than those which are not members. Survey dataindicatethat special libraries
with annual budgets under $5O,OOO may be too
small to be members of resource-sharing networks.
Patterns of network use. Both sci-tech and
business librariansparticipate in resource-sharing networks mainly for ILL-related services.
Significantly more sci-tech librarians, however, use their networks for cataloging than do
business librarians. The differential use of
resource-sharing networks for cataloging is
probably due to more sci-tech special librarians having access to OCLC. The fact that one
out of five network members and one-half to
one-thirdof the nonmembers would like to use
resource-sharingnetworks for cataloging supports the idea that OCLC would be used by
more special librarians if they had more affordable or more convenient access to it.
Network Satisfaction. Sci-tech and business librarians are generally satisfied with
their resource-sharing networks. The most interesting finding here is that so few special
librarians experience problems with their networks. The only problem areas mentioned by
more than 20% of both groups are limited time
for networking activities and the time it takes
to get materials.
Non-participation. The main reason for
non-participation in formal resource-sharing
networks, mentioned by well over half of the
sci-tech and business librarians, is the lack of
demand or need. Half of the sci-tech librarians
who mentioned lack of need or demand also
mentioned cost of membership. Non-participants may simply feel that the cost of network
membership is not worth the benefits received.
The research does not support several common beliefs about why special libraries do not
participate in resource-sharing networks. Issues of confidentiality and restricted service
were mentioned by less than 10%of the nonparticipants. In addition, less than 10% of the
sci-tech and business library network members consider confidentiality,collection over-

use, and restricted service through lending
materials to network members to be problems.
This research reports findings that are similar to many of the observations about special
libraries and resource-sharing networks made
by the NCLISISLA Task Force, especially in
the area of network services and reasons given
for non-participation.Network incidencerates,
however, differ from those found by the Task
Force. There are several reasons for this: (1)
this research used probability sampling techniques to avoid geographic sampling bias and
corrected for under-responding by smaller libraries; (2) this research compared independent samples of two different types of special
libraries whereas the NCLISISLA Task Force
included all types of special libraries; and (3)
there are more local and statewide resourcesharing networks today, providing more opportunities forspeciallibrary participationthan
there were in 1981 when the NCLISISLA
survey was done.
Special libraries comprise a wide range of
subject disciplines and organizational structures, ranging from art museums to military
installations, investment banks to social service agencies, computer manufacturers to
botanic gardens. Common features are sometimesdifficult to identify in thisdiverse group,
and for this reason caution should be used
when applying findings from a study such as
this one to other types of special libraries. The
model correlating library affluenceand level of
professional staffing to membership in formal
resource-sharing networks, however, seems to
be applicable to other types of special libraries,
as long as external factors, such as geographic
location, are taken into consideration.
This research demonstrates that membership in formal resource-sharing networks is
important to special libraries. The finding that
no demand or need is the main reason for nonparticipation also implies that library networks
are only one of many ways that special librarians use to obtain information not available in
their libraries. Although the use of commercial
sources for document delivery by special librarians is well documented,research on other
forms of information exchange by special librarians is sparse. For this reason, data were
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also gathered on informal networking practices and the role of professional associations
in informal networking.These findingswill be

examined in a follow-up report on resource
sharing by sci-tech and business libraries.
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Community Access Bulletin Boards:
Cincinnati Librarians Become Involved
by Anne K. Abate and
Rosemary Young
-

-

--

TriState Online (TSOL) is a Cincinnati area community access computer system
designed as an "electronic city." This article reports the latest developments in the
"library building" database of TSOL. The new areas in the "library building" were
sponsored by the Cincinnati Chapter of the Special Libraries Association. These
changes were designed by the authors of this article to meet the needs of the
community and area librarians, and to attempt to build a higher profile for the
special libraries of the Cincinnati area.

The use of the electronic bulletin board
began more than a decade ago among the
sophisticated computer users. The popularity
of this fast form of communication has now
grown to a larger segment of the population.
Many communities have been making use of
bulletin boards to disseminate local information. These community access computer systems have many names and variations in content and presentation. All of these services
sharethe same spirit ofpublic service. TriState
Online sponsored by Cincinnati Bell Directory, Inc., is one of these free, open-access,
telecomputing systems.

TriState Online
TriState Online began in January 1990.'
Databases accessible in TriState Online are
named after public buildings in an "electronic
city" such as the "post office" to access electronic mail, or the "school house" to find
general information on the local school system2 Cincinnati's TSOL is, at the time of
writing, completely financed by Cincinnati
Bell Directory, Inc. Public access is provided
via promotional terminals at all Cincinnati
Bell Phone Center Stores. Access is free 24
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hours per day to callers from home terminals
with modems. There are more than 9,000 reg.~
of visitors
istered users O ~ T S O LThenumber
or casual users brings this total even higher.
Through their Executive Board, SLA's Cincinnati Chapter made the decision to no longer
be a bystander to the community access bulletin board revolution. Thedecision was made to
become an active conmbutor and to support a
dynamic dialogue with the TSOL users on area
libraries. Before forging ahead, the Board requested official endorsement from the Special
Libraries Association office. David Bender,
Executive Director of SLA, approved the decision and the work began.
TriState Online is organized to resemble an
electronic city. All of the information available online is divided into individual buildings
to help the user locate the appropriate material.
For example, information provided by local
hospitals and health careinstitutions is located
in the "Medical Arts" building. There are now
13 buildings in the TSOL electronic city: Administration Center, Business Center, Community Center, Government Center, Post Office,Learning Center, Media Center, Medical
Arts Center, Recreation Center. Science and
Technology Center,TeleportTeminal,TSO's

New Software, and What's Hot. Each of the
buildings is further divided into separateareas
or groups of areas which are directed by individual system operators. The Recreation Center thus can contain information on the area
symphony, local museums, and other fine arts
events. Each of these areas is input or provided
by the organization.
A novice user can "walk" around the city, in
and out of buildings, and through areas to discover all of the information available. An experienced user is provided with shortcuts to hop
back and forth between areas. There is also the
capacity to send private electronic mail to individual registered users of the system.
There are several types of informationwhich
may be found within the areas. Text files
provide full text material for users to read with
no interaction. Bulletin boards provide for
multi-directional communicationbetween the
users. Menu files allow the user to select
further choices from a menu. Question and
Answer areas (Q&A) provide a place for the
users to communicate with the information
providers. Directory areas include a searchable online directory of all registered users.
Each information provider may design their
area to best meet the needs of the potential
users. All areas must include at least one Q&A
module somewhere so that the users have a
way tocommunicatewith theproviders. Some
sub-areas contain only text files. This type of
file would be provided by system operators
who have no need to communicate with the
users or who do not have the time to operate an
active file. Information can be "dumped" onto
the system and revised periodically. This
arrangement is ideal for museums or others
who would only like to provide information
about their facilities to the public. Interactive
files are necessary in areas such as the community center or recreation building where users
require active, current information and would
like responses to their needs. This type of
interaction seemed ideal for the service-oriented library areas.

Design of the "Library Building"
The library areas were designed to meet

several needs within the library community
and the community at large: 1) area librarians
need a better means to communicate quickly
with one another; 2) the community needs
assistance accessing the area's library collections; and 3) the community always needs
more information about the services provided
by the public library.
The new area which was created by the
librarians and for the librarians is the "Librarians' Roundtable." Librarians use this area to
communicate with one another. When entering this area a warning banner describes it as
for the use of the library professional. Users
are welcome to browse the area, but are asked
not to leave messages. The area includes a
directory of registered librarian users and a
capacity to search thedirectory by name, institution, or association affiliation. There is a
question and answer area through which the
librarian user can communicate with the system operators, and there is a bulletin board
which can be used by librarians to post
announcements, ask questions of other librarians, or offer duplicate materials to other libraries. Thereare more than 500 library professionals in the Cincinnati area. Some belong to
consortia, local library associations, or local
chapters of national or regional associations.
TriState Online provides the facility for all of
the librarians to communicate with one another.
"Tri-State Area Library Information" was
developed to assist users in gaining access to
the many library collectionsin thecommunity.
There was a need in the community for better
access to information, as well as for a better
awareness of the area's libraries. While providing a service, a library public relations
activity is also taking place. Tri-State Area
Library Information provides information
about all participating libraries, feature articles on area libraries, a directory of libraries,
a bulletin board, and question and answerarea.
All public, academic, and special libraries
were asked if they wanted to be listed within
this service. The bulletin board area allows
users to express their feelings about libraries,
give helpful hints, or complain about the services they are receiving.
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The question and answer area is pretty
unique. This area is used as a "reference referral" service for the community. Although
there was an outcry from the community for
library reference services which would beavailable online,none of the libraries in the area had
the staff or facilities to provide this type of
service. Furthermore, the consensus among
the organizers of the project was that reference
service must involve a dialogue between the
librarian and the patron. The reference interview is necessary in order to determine the
user's needs. Online communication cannot
replace this interaction.
Therefore, several librarians grouped together to offer a service which would not
answer the questions, but which would refer
the users to the best possible library and librarian to assist the user. Because of the vast
resources of the Public Library of Cincinnati
and Hamilton County, the users are often referred to the appropriate reference department
at the public library but often there are special
libraries or academic libraries with special
subject collections which would be more useful. If there is a clear understanding of the
user's information needs, they may be given
assistancein addressing their questions so that
the reference librarian at the library they are
referred to will be able to quickly focus on the
problem.
The "Public Library" is a read only or text
file area which provides information on the
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton
County including general information, library
branch locations and hours, and special event.
information. One file presents general background on the public library and its services;
this area is not frequently updated. A second
file contains the list of branches with addresses, telephone numbers, and hours of service. The area only needs to be updated when
this information changes. The third file is
updated frequently with current information
on events and displays in the main public
library and its branches. The "Public Library"
areas were redesigned from existing files with
the input of the Public Relations Department
of the Public Library of Cincinnati and
Hamilton County.
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The Cincinnati Chapter of SLA also sponsors the operation of these newly-designed
library areas. This sponsorship involves coordinating several "system operators" to control the area. TSOL system operators are information providers who design the buildings,
moderate the Q&A areas, and input the online
information. There are currently more than 65
volunteer system operatorsproviding the various information services. The librarians involved in this project as system operatorsinput
articles and upcoming events on local libraries, maintain the online directory of local libraries, moderate the communicationbetween
the librarians and with the community, and
provide the expertise in the online reference
referral service.

Future Aspirations
The experience has been a positive one for
all of the librarians working on this project.
The design of the areas was a creative and
ambitious enterprise. It can bedifficult to plan
a service without knowing how it will be
accepted by the users. Public acceptance of the
library areas has been slow. Users are not yet
aware that the service has been improved although it was featured in the newsletter for
TSOL users.4
There has been a light yet steady flow of
questionsin the public accessQ&A area. These
users have been referred by the librarian system operators to area library collections. Librarians have begun to use the system as a
means of communication. Several items have
been offered for exchange and there havebeen
appeals for help in fields such as automation
and collection development which have been
answered by other librarian users. The administrators of TSOL are thrilled to have another
active area in their system and have been
extremely supportive of all efforts by the librarians.
Those involved with the design and implementation of this project have several hopes
for the future. Increased participation by librarians and the community will improve the
effectivenessof the service. It is hoped that all
Cincinnati librarians with access to a personal

computer and modem will become registered
usersofTSOL. Once this goal has been reached,
TSOL can be used as an information exchange
between all of the libraries in the area. The
electronic mail function of the system has become the approved electronic mail system for
the Greater Cincinnati Library Consortium as a
means for their members tocommunicatequickly
with one another. There arealsoplans to load the
full directory of Greater Cincinnati Library
Consortium member libraries into TSOL.
The Cincinnati Chapter of SLA hopes to
expand the services it can offer on TSOL to
include an online Association newsletter, directory of Chapter officers and Committee
chairs, a listing of Chapter and Association
services, and online application information.
Although these services would be aimed specifically at the 120members of the Cincinnati
Chapterof SLA,the public relationsand awareness created will benefit the entire library
community.
TriState Online is currently a free service to
the users. Unfortunately, its sponsor, Cincinnati Bell Directory, Inc., is a for-profit company. Although the system and its services
will remain free to the users, there has been
discussion of adding advertising to the system
in order to cover the cost of providing the
service. This is a very small concession to
accept in return for the benefit of the effort.

area library groups and also the local library
school classes. Librarians are encouraged to
become registered users and utilize all of the
information provided by TSOL.
Librarians are the information providers for
society. Computer bulletin boards are one of
the communication methods of the future.The
services provided through the library areas on
TSOL are a way for the librarians to continue
their task into the computer age. Only through
such interactive and proactive means can librarians continue their charge and serve library users and the entire community.

Summary
-

-

--

-

Community access bulletin boards are widely
accepted as online information providers.
TriState Online provides Cincinnati with an
"electronic city" bulletin board. The involvement of the Cincinnati Chapter of SLA has
strengthened the image and services of libraries in the area.The Cincinnati Chapter has had
success with the introduction of two new areas
to the "Library Building" and the reorganization of one existing area. Plans to introduce a
new area specifically featuring the Special
Libraries Association are underway. The union
of library professionals and communityaccess
bulletin boards is a logical progression of the
information provider's responsibility to the
community at large.

Conclusion
--

The library areas of TSOL are functioning
well, although usage is slow. In order to increase usage and promote the service, the
Cincinnati Chapter of SLA has carried on a
publicity campaign for TSOL. Articles have
been written for local and regional library
publications. There have been presentations to

For a hands-on look at comrnuniry access
bulletin boards, the authors recommend that
you dial into the service. TriState Online can
be reached by modem by dialing (513)5791990 (300/1200/2400Baud). You can access
the service as a visitor. The system isfree. You
pay regular long distance charges for the
telephone call.
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funded the initial efforts of Cleveland Free-Net.
Regional Bell operating companies operate numerous communityonline systems for both profit
and nonprofit.
"Birthday Party...," Loc. cit.
"Sysop Base Grows In All Directions," The
Link: Newsletter for the TriState Online Communify 1 (no. 2): 2 (Winter 1991).

Anne K. Abate is the Librarian for the law firm of Dinsmore & Shohl in Cincinnati, OH. She is
currently the President-Elect of the Cincinnati Chapter of the Special Libraries Association.
Rosemary Young is Head Librarian of the Timothy C. Day Technical Library for the OM1
College of Applied Science of the University of Cincinnati. She is the President of the Cincinnati
Chapter of the Special Libraries Association.
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Indoor Air Pollution Resources
by Pada G. Raintondo
Man factors contribute to pollution inside homes, schools, and offices. As more
about t ese pollutants and their adverse effects on health becomes known, concern
for prevention and efforts to find corrective measures increase. This article discusses
resources which may prove valuable in locating indoor air pollution information

F:

Introduction
Recent scientific research has shown that
the air inside homes, schools,and office buildings may be more seriously polluted than outdoor (ambient) air, even in large and heavily
indusuializedcities.This evidencehas agreater
impact when considered with other studies
which indicate that most people spend a large
majority of their time indoors.'
Indoor air pollution is a relatively recent
phenomenon. The energy crisis of the 1970s
necessitated thedesign of well-insulated homes
and buildings. These "tight buildings," designed to prevent outside air from coming in,
also resulted in preventing inside air from
getting out. Any pollutants which would have
escaped outside are now trapped indoors, and
recirculated.
Sources of indoor air pollution are diverse.
They include: wood-burning stoves and fireplaces; household cleaning and personal products; humidifiers, heating, and cooling systems; drinking water; dust mites; wall panelling, cabinetry, and furniture made from certain pressed wood products; tobacco smoke;
house pets; pesticides; carpeting; and insulation containing deteriorating asbestos. Humans contribute by exhaling carbon dioxide
and shedding skin. Outside pollutants such as
radon, automobile exhaust, and ambient air
pollution also contribute. Indoor air may contain high levels of dust, pollen, or microbesall potential allergens.
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Adverse health effects from indoor air pollution are manifested both acutely and chronically. Acute effects include eye, ear, nose, and
throat irritation, headaches, and dizziness.
Repeated or long exposure may produce
chronic respiratory, cardiovascular and nervous system diseases, including cancer.
Indoor air pollution has many ramifications.
Besides medical and public health, there are
chemical, engineering,architectural,environmental, psychological, and legal issues. Law
information resources will not be addressed in
this paper.
The complex array of sources and effects of
indoorair pollution makes it difficultto collect
comprehensively for all but the largest libraries. Yet, in spiteof its multidisciplinary nature,
indoor air pollution is narrow in scope, and
occupies a small space in the vast area of
environmental science. General collections of
environmental resources typically devote relatively minor attention to indoor air materials.
This paper will attempt to assist information
professionals in collecting indoor air pollution
materials,choosingappropriateonlinedatabases,
and developing search strategies. It will be limited to resources of primarily U.S. origin.

Government Agencies and
Professional Associations
A substantial amount of materials on indoor
air pollution is produced by federal, state, and
private organizations, as well as professional
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associations. The leading federal agency is the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). A
number of EPA divisions produce relevant
documents, including the offices of Air and
Radiation, Research and Development, Pesticides and Toxic Substances, Environmental
Criteria and Assessment, and Atmospheric
and Indoor Air programs. Indoor Air Division
(which plans to have an indoor air quality
clearinghouseready in 1992);theEnvironmental
Monitoring Systems Laboratory; and the Air
RiskInformation SupportCenter. Many of these
publications are available from the National
Technical Information Service (NTIS); others
may be obtained directly from EPA.
The EPA headquarters library, 401 M St.,
SW, Washington, DC 20460, provides telephone reference service (202/382-5922) and
houses the Public Information Center (PIC).
The PIC (2021475-7751) distributes environmental materials, written in nontechnical language for the general public, at no cost. The
library also lends materials via interlibrary loan.
The EPA Center for Environmental Research, 26 Martin Luther King Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45268, also distributes documents,
frequently at no cost. The phone number is
(5 13)569-7562.
The National Institutes of Health (NIH)
publish indoor air related materials as well.
Many of these come from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH). NIOSH documents are available
from theGovemmentPrintingOfficeorNTIS.
Other federal agencies which fund research
are the departments of Defense,Energy,Housing and Urban Development, and the Consumer Product Safety om mission.^
On the state level, documents are produced
by theenvironmental,naturalresources, health
and other departments.3 Many of these state
agencies have libraries which collect indoor
pollution materiak4
Associations in the United States which
organize indoor air conferences, publish proceedings, standards,books, or serials include:

American Thoracic Society, 1740Broadway, New York, NY 10019 (212)3158700

Air and Waste Management Association, PO Box 2861, Pittsburgh,PA 15230
(4 12)232-3444.

Electric Power Research Institute, 3412
Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304
(415)855-2000
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American Academy of Environmental
Engineers, 130 Holiday Ct., No. 100,
Annapolis, MD 21401 (301)266-3311.
American Association for Aerosol Research, c/o Dr. John Seinfeld, 5530 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Suite 1149,Washington, DC 20815 (301)907-9873.
American College of Toxicology, 9650
Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20814
(301)571-1840.
American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists, 6500 Glenway,
Bldg, D-7, Cincinnati, OH 45211
(5 l3)66 1-7881.
American Industrial Hygienists Association,PO Box 8390, Akron, OH44320
(216)873-2442.
American Lung Association, 1740 Broadway,New York,NY 10019(212)315-8700.
American Public Health Association,
1015 15th St., NW, Washington, DC
20005 (202)789-5600.
American Society of Civil Engineers,
345 East 47th St., New York, NY 10017
(212)705-7496.
American Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA
19103 (215)299-54OO.
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating & Air-conditioning Engineers,
1791TullieCircle,NE Atlanta,GA 30329
(404)636-8400.

Institute of EnvironmentalSciences, 940
E. Northwest Highway, Mt. Prospect, IL
60056 (708)255-1561
National Energy Management Institute,
601 N. Fairfax St., Ste. 160, Alexandria,
VA 22314 (703)739-7100
National Institute of Building Sciences,
1201L St., NW, Washington, DC 20005
(202)289-7800

Databases
The nature of the information needed should,
of course, determine the databases to be
searched.Following isa list of databaseswhich
have proven to be beneficial. The descriptions
relate to their specific usefulness in locating
indoor air material.

BIOSIS
Covers the life sciences literature. Useful in
finding conference proceedings, meeting abstracts and books, as well as journal articles.
Covers the toxicological aspects of indoor air
pollution. Availableonline through: BRS, BRS
After Dark, Dialog, DIMDI, and STN International, among others.
Chemical Abstracts Service
Provides international coverage in all fields
of chemistry. Includes journal literature, patents, and meeting abstracts. Useful for information on the determination and measurement
of individual indoor air pollutants, as well as
their toxic effects. Available online through
BRS, BRS After Dark, BRSICOLLEAGUE,
Data-Star, Dialog, ESMRS, ORBIT,Questel,
and STN International, among others. Also
produces CA Selects on indoor air pollution.
CA Selects, an update service, are searches of
the Chemical Abstracts database which cover
a variety of subjectsand include abstracts (not
available through most of the online systems).
The search strategy is determined by the producers of the database. Results are mailed to
the subscriber.

Compendex Plus
Covers engineering literature on a worldwide basis. Besides journal literature, proceedings, dissertations, and monographs are
included. Very useful for information on the
design and maintenance of heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems,
which play an important part in determining
the "sickness" or "wellness" of a building.
Available online through Data-Star, Dialog,
Knowledge Index, and ORBIT, among others.
Conference Papers Index
Covers approximately 50,000 papers presented at about 150 scientific and technical
meetings worldwide each year, includingthose
on indoor air. Inclusion of unpublished proceedings make this database unique. Many of
the meetings covered are those of the major
professional associations listed above. Available online through Dialog and ESMRS.
CRISP (Computer Retrieval of
Information on Scientific Projects)
Provides descriptions and indexing of biomedical research projects funded or supported
by the U.S. Public Health Service. Useful for
finding out who in non-federal institutions is
currently doing research on health effects of
indoor air pollution. Provides abstracts of the
research; updated monthly. Available online
through BRS. Also available as part of Federal Research in Progress and Toxline (see
below).
Enviroline
Provides broad coverage of environmental
issues, drawing from scientific,technical,professional, trade and general periodicals, conferences,reports, newspaper articles, congressional hearings, and private and governmental
agencies. Tends to provide the most comprehensive coverage of the primary literature resources listed in this paper. Available online
through Dialog, DIMDI, ESA/IRS, and ORBIT, among others.
MEDLINE
Covers biomedicine on an international basis. Limited to journal literature. Useful for
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locating articles on the medical, toxicologic,
epidemiologic, and public health issues of
indoorair pollution. Available online through:
BRS, BRSIAfter Dark, BRSICOLLEAGUE,
Data-Star,Dialog, DIMDI, Knowledge Index,
MEDLARS, Paperchase, STN International,
and Questel, among others.

NTIS (National Technical
Information Service)
This is the primary database for finding
indoor air-related documents published by the
EPA, NIOSH, and other federal agencies.
Covers technology, engineering, chemistry,
health sciences, and other disciplines. Available online through BRS, BRSIAfter Dark,
BRSICOLLEAGUE,COSTI, Data-Star, Dialog, Knowledge Index, ORBIT, and STN International,amongothers. NTIS also produces
Published Searches on indoor air pollution, a
bibliographic servicewhich provides coverage
of 23 U.S. and international databases. Published Searches is available on a wide variety
of topics, includes abstracts, and costs about
$60 each.
Scisearch
Provides broad coverage of the scientific
literature,and includes articles,review papers,
meeting abstracts, editorials, letters, and book
reviews. While a literature search of this database yields many of the same citations which
can be found in the other databases discussed,
it yields themfirsr. Even with the addition of
abstractsand other useful features made in early
1991,the gap of time between the publication of
an article and its appearance in Scisearch is
shorter than with the other databases listed.
Available online through Data-Star, Dialog,
DIMDI, and ORBIT, among others.
Also consider: EMBASE (BRS, BRSIAfter
Dark, BRSICOLLEAGUE, Data-Star, Dialog, DIMDI, etc.); Federal Research in
Progress (Dialog,etc.); NIOSHTIC (Dialog,
ORBIT, etc.); Pollution Abstracts (Data-Star,
Dialog, ESAIIRS, Knowledge Index, etc.);
Social Scisearch (BRS, BRSIAfterDark, BRSI
COLLEAGUE, Data-Star, Dialog, DIMDI,
etc.); and Toxline (BRS, BRSIAfter Dark,
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BRSICOLLEAGUE, Data-Star, DIMDI,
MEDLARS, etc.)

Search Strategy
Terminology used when searching the bibliographic databases naturally depends upon
the individual situation. The use of controlled
vocabulary, established by individual database producers, and uncontrolled vocabulary
(i.e., terminology which is not a part of the
official list of subject headings) produces the
most comprehensive results. Following is a
list of suggested terminology to use. Some of
the terms will appear on the official list of
subject headings of some databases, others
will not. Consult the individual database thesauri when devising search strategies:
Aeroallergen(s)
Aerosol(s) or Bioaerosol(s)
Air Conditioning
Air Microbiology
Air Pollution, Indoor
Aldehyde(s) or Formaldehyde
Asbestos
Benzene
Biological Agent(s)
Building-related Illness(es)
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Monoxide
Cotinine
Dust Mites
Electromagnetic Fields
Environmental Tobacco Smoke or
Sidestream Smoke or Passive Smoking
or Tobacco Smoke Pollution
Fungi
Heating
Humidifier(s)
HVAC
Indoor Air
Indoor(s)
Lead
Microenvironment
Office(s)
Ozone
Pesticide(s)
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon(s)
Radon

Respirable Particle(s) or Respirable
Particulate(s)
Risk Assessment
School(s)
Sick Building(s)
Sick Building Syndrome
Sulfur Dioxide
Tight Building(s)
Ventilation
Volatile Organic Compound(s)
Workplace
(Note: Although the area of occupational/industrial/manufacturing health and safety includes
indoor air pollution, these materials may be
considered tangential to home and office air
pollution, and a decision to omit or include them
should be made.)

Indoor Air Journals
There are a number of scientific journals
which routinely publish articles relevant to
indoor air issues. Many are official publications of the professional associations listed
above. Recently, two new journals have been
published which are devoted exclusively to
the subject.

Indoor Air: Iruernational Journal of Indoor
AirQualityandClimate(Vol.1,1991),Munksgaard International Publishers, 35 None

Sogade,Postbox2148,DK-l016Copenhagen
K, Denmark. 45-33-12-70-30.
Indoor Environment: The Journal of lndoor Air International (Volume 1: 1992-).
S. Karger Publishers, 26 West Avon Rd.,
PO Box 529, Farmington, CT 06085
(203)675-7834.
Other titles include:

Aerosol Science and Technology. Elsevier Science Publishing Co., 655 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY
10010 (212)989-5800.
American Review of Respiratory Disease. American Lung Association, 1740

Broadway, New York, NY 10019
(2 12)315-8700.

Archives of Environmental Health.
Heldref Publications, 4000 Albemarle
St., NW Washington, DC 20016
(202)362-6445.
ASHRAE Journal. American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers,Inc. 1791Tullie Circle
NE, Atlanta, GA 30329 (404)636-8400.
Atmospheric Environment. Pergamon
Press, Maxwell House, Fairview Park,
Elmsford, NY 10523 (9 14)592-7700
Environment International. Pergamon
Press, Maxwell House, Fairview Park,
Elmsford, NY 10523 (9 14)592-7700
Environmental Health Perspectives, Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
DC 20402 (202)783-3238.
Environmental Research. Academic
Press, One East First St., Duluth, MN
55802 (800)543-9534.
Environmental Science and Technology.
American Chemical Society, 1155 16th
St., NW, Washington, DC 20036
(202)872-4600.
Environmental Technology. Selper, Ltd.,
79 Rutshall Ave., Chiswick, London W4
lBN, United Kingdom. 01 1-44-1-9984157
Journal of Exposure Analysis and Environmental Epidemiology. Princeton Scientific Publishing, Co. PO Box 2155,
Princeton, NJ 08543 (609)683-4750
Risk Analysis. Plenum Publishing Corp.,
233 Spring St., New York, NY 10013
(2 12)620-8000
Toxicology and Industrial Health.
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Princeton Scientific Publishing Co., PO
Box2155,Princeton,NJ 08543 (609)6834750

Assessment of Bioaerosols in the Indoor
Environment. Cincinnati: American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, 1989.

Newsletters
Newsletters provide a number of time-saving services. They may track legislation, litigation,policy, list meeting announcements,or
contain news of people and industries that are
influential in shaping indoor air issues. They
include:

Environmental Health Letter. Business
Publishers, 951 Pershing Dr., Silver
Spring, MD 20910 (301)587-6300
Indoor Air Bulletin. PO Box 8446, Santa
Cruz, CA 95061 (408)426-6624
Indoor Air Quality Update. Cutter Information, 37 Broadway, Arlington, MA
02174 (617)648-8700
Indoor Air Review. IAQ Publications,
5335 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Suite 440
Washington, DC 20015 (202)686-2626
Indoor Pollution News. Buraff Publications, 1350Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite
1000,Washington, DC 20036 (202)8620990
Newsletterswill be especiallyusefulasCongress considers passage of legislation on indoor air quality and theEnvironmenta1Protection Agency releases indoor air guidelines for
schools, industry, and the public.

Books
The control,risk, exposure, and measurement
of indoor air pollutants have been the subject
of many recently published books, monographs, and conference proceedings. Following is avery selective list which may be useful
in beginning a collection in the area:
American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists. Guidelinesfor the
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American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-conditioningEngineers,
Inc. The Human Equation: Health and
Corrlfort.Proceedings ofASHRAEISOEH
Conference IAQ ' 8 9 ,April 1 7-20.1989,
Sun D i e g o , California. Atlanta:
ASHRAE, 1989.
Bureau of National Affairs. Indoor Air
Pollution: The CompleteResowce Guide.
Washington, DC: The Bureau of National Affairs, 1988. In two volumes.
Calabrese,EdwardJ. andElainaM. Kenyon.
Air Toxics and Risk Assessment. Chelsea,
MI: Lewis Publishers, 1991.
Cohrssen, John J. and Vincent T. Covello.
Risk Analysis: A Guide to Principles and
Methods for Analyzing Health and Environmental Risks. Washington, DC: Executive Office of the President of the
US., Council on Environmental Quality, 1989.
Godish, Thad. Indoor Air Pollution Control. Chelsea,MI: LewisPublishers,1989.
Guerin, Michael R. The Chemistry of
Environmental Tobacco Smoke. Chelsea,
MI: Lewis Publishers, 1992. (Indoor Air
Research Series, volume 1).
Hansen, Shirley J. Managing Indoor Air
Quality.Liburn,GA:FairmontPress, 1991.
Hering, Susanne V. Air Sampling Instrumentsfor Evaluation ofAtmospheric
Contaminants, 7th edition. Cincinnati:
American Conference of Government
Industrial Hygienists, 1989.
Jokl, Miloslav V. Microenvironment: The
Theory and Practice of Indoor Climate.
Springfield, IL: C.C. Thomas, 1988.

Kay, Jack G. Indoor Air Pollution: Radon, Bioaerosols, and VOC's. Chelsea,
MI: Lewis Publishers, 1991.

tion of Air Pollutants in Indoor Air. Research Triangle Park. NC: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1990.

Kundsin, Ruth B. Architectural Design
and Indoor Microbial Pollution. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1988.

Library of Congress headings (i.e., conmlled vocabulary) to use when searching for
books include:

Lodge, James P. Methods of Air Sampling andAnalysis, 3rd edition. Chelsea,
MI: Lewis Publishers, 1989.

Aerosols
Air - Microbiology
Air Quality Management
Aircraft Cabins - Health Aspects
Asbestos in Building
Buildings - Air Pollution
Buildings - Environmental Engineering
Drinking Water
Dwellings - Heating and Ventilation
Health Risk Assessment
Housing and Health
Indoor Air Pollution
Indoor-Outdoor Air Exchange
Lead
Radon
Smoking - Environmental Aspects
Tobacco - Environmental Aspects
Ventilation
Work Environment

Meckler, Milton. Indoor Air Quality
Design Guidebook. Fairmont Press, 1990.
Morey, P.R. and J.C. Feeley. Biological
Contaminants in Indoor Environments.
#STP 1071. Philadelphia: American Society for Testing and Materials, 1990.
National Research Council Committee
on Advances in Assessing Human Exposure to Airborne Pollutants. Human
Exposure Assessment for Airborne Pollutants: Advances and Opportunities.
Washington, DC: National Academy
Press, 1991.
Rappaport, S.M. and T.J. Smith. Exposure Assessment for Epidemiology and
Hazard Control. Chelsea,MI: Lewis Publishers, 199 1 .
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Environmental Monitoring Systems
Laboratory; Air and Waste Management
Association. The Total ExposureAssessment Methodology (TEAM): Proceedings of the EPAIA& WMA Specialty Conference, November, 1989: k s , Vegas,
Nevada. Pittsburgh: Air and Waste
Management Association, 1990.
Vincent, James H. Aerosol Sampling:
Science and Practice. Chichester: Wiley, 1989.
Winberry, William T., Linda Forehand,
and Norma T. Murphy, et. al. Compendium of Methods for the Determina-

Bibliographies
Following is a list of relatively recent indoor
air pollution bibliographies which may provide assistance with devising search strategies, developing collections, or gaining some
insight on the kinds of research being done in
the area:
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
Environmental Criteria and Assessment
Office. Indoor Air: Reference Bibliography. Research Triangle Park, NC: Environmental Protection Agency, 1989.
NTIS order number PB90-145772.
Compiled as part of an effort by EPA
to disseminate information on indoor air
quality to the public. Covers books, journals, and conferences. Over 4,500 citations are listed. Abstracts are not included. Arrangement is by document
number. Includes a list of key words
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used, and a separate author index. Covers through 1988.

A key word glossary is included. Arranged
alphabetically by author's last name.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
Office of Acid Deposition, Environmental Monitoring, and Quality Assurance;
Office Research and Development. Total Human Exposure and Indoor Air
Quality: An Automated Bibliography
(BLIS) with Summary Abstracts. Washington, DC: Environmental Protection
Agency, 1988.NTISordernumberPB88250360.
Covers 1962-1986, with a few documents from early 1987. Includes unpublished draft reports, final reports of U.S.
government and other countries, reports
by governmental research contractors,
and journal articles. Contains over 800
citations, all with abstracts. Includes a
brief discussion of how human exposure
to pollutants is measured, synopses on
some major pollutants, a keyword glossary, and an acronyms and abbreviations
list. Arranged alphabetically by author's
last name.

van de Kamp, Jacqueline. Indoor Air
Pollution. Part I: Radon. Washington,
DC: Government Printing Office, 1988.
Current Bibliographies in Medicine series, No. 88-10. G.P.O. stock number
817-004-00010-5.
Covers January 1984-July 1988. Contains over 350 citations, none with abstracts. Arranged alphabetically by
author's last name. Includes books, journal articles, and meetings proceedings.
To prepare this bibliography, a number
of online databases, including those in
theNationalLibrary of Medicine's MEDLARS system, were searched. Search
strategy is included.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
Office of Acid Deposition, Environmental Monitoring, and Quality Assurance;
Office Research and Development. Total Human Exposure and Indoor Air
Quality: An Automated Bibliography
(BLIS)with SummaryAbstracts. Volume
2 . Washington, DC: Environmental Protection Agency, 1990. NTIS order number PB91-137281.
Covers January 1987-December 1989,
with a few entries from 1986which were
not included in Volume 1. Includes unpublished draft reports, final reports of
U.S. government and other countries,
reports by governmental research contractors, and journal articles. Contains
almost 400 citations, all with abstracts.
Covers the entire field of human exposure methodology,with emphasison field
studies which measure all the concentrations to which people may be exposed,
including indoors, outdoors, or in transit.
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van de Kamp, Jacqueline. Indoor Air
Pollution. Part II: Household and Occupational Pollutants, ExcludingRadon.
Washington, DC: Government Printing
Office, 1988. Current Bibliographies in
Medicine series,No. 88-11.G.P.O. stock
number 817-004-00011-3.
Covers January 1984-July 1988.Contains over 1,800 citations, none with abstracts. Arranged alphabetically by
author's last name. Includes books, journal articles, and meetings proceedings.
To prepare this bibliography, a number
of online databases, including those in
the National Library of Medicine's MEDLARS system, were searched. Search
strategy is included. Note: See also the
entry on NTIS in the databases section of
this paper.

Summary
Along with the ever-expandingprofessional
literature discussed in this paper, there are a
variety of booklets and pamphlets published
by the EPA, the American Lung Association,
and other groups for the general public. (See
the "Government Agencies and Professional
Associations" section of this paper for addresses and phone numbers of these organiza-

tions.) Articles concerning indoor air issues
appear in newspapers and magazines almost
daily. Demand for information on indoor air
pollution will increase as Congress considers
indoor air quality legislation,and as new data

about pollution in the home and workplace
come to light. Information professionals can
anticipate this demand by taking advantageof
the indoor air resources currently available.
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On the Scene
Special Librarians and the INTERNET
by Hope N. Tillman and
Sharyn J. Iadner
It is time for special librarians to join the
world of electronic networking via the
INTERNET.Communicationvia INTERNET,
BITNET, or other external networks must be
viewed as more than just another of the many
new technologies to be learned. While communication may beeasier for the librarian in an
institution with ready access to an INTERNET
node, there are a growing number of methods
to gain access, and they are worth pursuing.
Special librarians are using INTERNET.
Well over 100 special librarians responded to
our call to participate in a survey describing
special librarians' use of INTERNET/BITNET.
We followed our initial survey with a longer
questionnaire. From this, we received detailed
responses from 54 special librarians, the majority (35) from academic libraries. The majority (32) were also from sci-tech subject
areas. Half have accessed BITNET1
INTERNET for two years or less, 30% for one
year or less. The survey was for the most part
conducted on the INTERNET. The survey
confirmed that special librarians are among
the librarian "early adopters" using the
INTERNET. Their responses illustrate the
benefits INTERNET access can provide to
special librarians.
Of the innovations made possible by new
technological developments, electronic networking and communication are key to productive functioning in the future world of
work. The Special Libraries Association Strategic Plan 1990-2005 states that "the information environment is influenced by demographics, economic conditions, and technology.
Evaluation of the environment is fundamental
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to planning for SLA." This evaluation must
include the impact of electronic networking.
The INTERNET has special value for special librarians. A number of special librarians
are isolated from one another, as they work in
one-person libraries, decentralized branches,
or small groups. Special librarians interact
with one another to benchmark and to learn.
Year after year, connecting with other professionals ranks with content of programming in
SLA Chapter and Annual Conference program evaluations. As it becomes feasible to
interact with fellow professionals without the
boundaries of geography and time zones, the
"networking" that has been the hallmark of
SLA is moving intoanew phase. Here is where
the multiple meanings of the term "networking" converge: networking as personal interaction and networking as system connectivity.
The popularity of the "Introduction to the
INTERNET" program at the Annual Conference in San Antonio, TX in June 1991, has
been followed by a number of Chapter programs in 1991-92. The SLA Board has recognized the importance of electronic communication by committing toobtainingan Association INTERNET address by January 1993 for
electronic mail communicationwith the membership.
Briefly, the INTERNET can be defined as a
worldwide network of computer networks
connecting hundreds of thousands of computers. More to the point is its definition as, "the
sum of all the computers to exchange e-mail
with."' While the history of the INTERNET
goes back to the 196Os, its popularity for
libraries has grown exponentially during the

past two years, as larger libraries have begun
connecting their library catalogs and looking at
other ways to make best useof the connectivity.
1991 was an eventful year for INTERNET
developments. For libraries. 1991saw the proliferation of library-related electronic discussion groups and the growing involvement of
library vendors and database producers on the
INTERNET. On December 9,1991, President
Bush signed the High-Performance Computing Act into law as PL 102-194. This legislation has often been referred to as the National
Research and Education Network (NREN)
bill. Library associations, including the Special Libraries Association, vocally supported
passage of this bill. Over the next five years,
NREN is expected to develop into a highcapacity, high-quality fiber optic cable network that will link computer users in govemment, industry, academic,publishing,research
facilities, and libraries. Since funding must be
authorized by the Congress for this to happen,
the timetable may be longer.
Electronic mail and discussion groups, or
one-to-one and one-to-many modes of communication, are the new technological extensions of the personal networking which has
been crucial for librarians in keeping abreast
with new developments and carrying out their
responsibilitiesfor their customers. Elecmnic
networking has brought about an expanded
community for librarians to share their expertise through electronic outlets.

Electronic Mail and Computer
Conferencing
Electronic mail accounts for substantial traffic on the INTERNET? Often but not always
within special libraries,electronic mail communications happen with colleagues and patrons
within an organization; thus, external e-mail
over the INTERNET fits within an institutional
communication e-mail framework. One of the
survey respondents, who works in a high-technology library, stated, "I use e-mail for everythingfrom contactingpatrons to receivingsearch
requests,to delivering information, to setting up
meetings, to making lunch plans. My company
has recently switched to making mass notifica-

tions (like of corporate events or meetings) via
e-mail rather than in paper copy." According to
Sandra Raymond, Librarian, Thinking Machines, Corp., "Ninety percent of my user requestJreplies travel this way."
Survey responses certainly affirmed e-mail
as the principal use of INTERNET both within
an organization and externally. Consistently,
the most common response from special librarians was communicating with colleagues
and friends,frequently bypassing telephone or
"snail mail" (postal service delivery)and eliminating telephone tag. According to Beverly
Pope, Librarian Specialist, Florida Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services,
"INTERNET offers a convenient, quick, and
inexpensive way to communicate which combines the advantages of mail and telephone
especially helpful when colleagues are not in
close geographic proximity."
David Raitt, Head, Library & Information
Services,European SpaceAgency-ESTEC, The
Netherlands,"uses the INTERNETfor exchanging news and information...with users throughout the USA, Europe, and Australia."
The value of extra-organizational e-mail
was stressed over and over again by survey
respondents. Reasons for use include:
getting quick copy permission;
providing and receiving electronic reference and technical assistance;
requesting and providing ILLS;
requesting library materials, missing issues, duplicate exchanges;
identifying document sources; and
submittingapplications for employment.
E-mail facilitates professional association
business, committee work, and program planning. Ellen Chu, Librarian, National Institutes
of Health, Division of ComputerResearch and
Technology, used e-mail tocommunicatewith
the proctor and members in Montreal, Los
Angeles, and Albuquerque when she chaired
SLA's Scholarship Committee (1990/91).
According to Jayashri Nagaraja, Head, Chemistry Library, Princeton University, "Many
special librarians are one-person libraries or
very small units. BITNET/INTERNET will
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help them keep in touch with the outside world.
It will also aid them to be active and aware
professionally. If SLA also uses the network,
there is a possibility to handle membership
issues and matters more quickly and efficiently."
Currently, there are over 700 active BITNET or INTERNET lists (also referred to as
listservs, computer conferences, or electronic
discussion groups). These electronic group
conversations provide focus for electronic discussion of specific topics of interest to those
who subscribe or participate. Once registered,
subscribersautomaticallyreceive all messages
sent to the listserv. There are over 50 computer
conferencing groups already targeted at librarians, including three for SLA Divisions:
ITE-TECH, Information Technology
Division, Technical Services Section
MAPS-L, Geography and Map Division
PAMnet, Physics-Astronomy-Map Division
SLA'sNews Division has found its homeon
the JOURNALISM FORUM on the popular
commercial network, CompuServe.
Special librarians do not limit themselves to
library-related lists, but also monitor and join
relevant sci-tech and businessdiscussions. The
54 special librarians who completed the detailed survey listed 68 different discussion
groups. Benefits of these groups include:
They provide a focused forum for topics
of interest to a specific audience.
They provide an excellent, swift communicationsvehicle where questionscan
be raised and answers provided to all the
participants. Rumors can be defused.
Reasons for actions can be explained
once and transmitted easily to the entire
audience.
Cost to distribute information is the same
to send to one person as to send to a large
group. When using listserv as acommunications vehicle instead of U.S. mail, it can
save postage for those who have the net-
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worked communications capability and
be delivered instantly. In groups such as
PAMnet, which transacts Division business using the listserv, it is supplemented
by other modes of communication, such
as telephoneandU.S. mail, to inform nonnetworked members.
There is no national border to this connectivity; international members can subscribe, tying in with the Special Libraries
Association's growing international emphasis.
As alternative methods of connecting to
the INTERNET proliferate, more members will gain access. Besides institutional access through INTERNET,
BITNET, and USENET, electronic mail
and discussion group access are becoming available through commercial services, such as CompuServe, WELL, and
WORLD.

Remote Login ("telnet")
Remote login expands the resources available to special librarians in their libraries by
enabling them to log into other libraries' catalogs and information resources on the
INTERNET and use them as if they were on
site. "Telnet," the remote login command, is
only available to INTERNET subscribersand
not to those who use other networks which
route electronic mail over the INTERNET.
While electronic mail is used much more frequently than remote login or file transfer by
those who have joined the INTERNET, remote login and file transfer are essential for
librarians to fulfill their roles as information
providers.
There is a wealth of material to be accessed
via the INTERNET, both published and "unpublished," and directories are being developed to facilitate learning the location of this
information. Types of material available via
telnet or remote login include:
bibliographic holdings of libraries' collections;

full text of information-archival and
other;
indexes to periodical literature, sometimes enhanced with abstracts;
full text of articles or ability to order full
text directly; and
campus and freenet bulletin boards.
Special librariansfrom the survey described
their use of this interactive function to access
specialized tools worldwide. Marlene
Cummins, Librarian, Astronomy Library,
University of Toronto, used "telnet" "primarily to log onto external databases and download and save the data for patron's use." Ellen
Bouton, National Radio Astronomy Observatory, connects for "remote access to several
astronomy databases(NED, SIMBAD, ADS)."
Sandra Raymond, "...uses MIT, Berkeley,
Boston University, and pac.car1 at least a
dozen times/week. I find concrete references
when I only have asketchy topic, find libraries
to contact for article ILL, peruse bookreviews,
keep up with interesting new articles in my
area of interest, etc. .."
For libraries, 1991 saw the growing involvement of library vendors and database
producers on the INTERNET. For instance,
OCLC,EPIC, and STN wereavailable.EBSCO
began to provide document delivery for articles found on Uncover, the table of contents
indexing serviceon CARL, Colorado Alliance
of Research Libraries. UMI announced plans
for a document delivery service on RLIN.
DIALOG and Mead Data signed contracts to
provide access to their databases via the
INTERNET.

File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
The command "ftp," which stands forfile
tranferprotoco allows the user to logon to a
remote host to transfer files. Like "telnet," this
feature is only available to INTERNET subscribers. Also, the "ftp" program must be running on both the home computer and the host
computer to transfer files, and password identification may be needed to log in. Software
and graphics may be downloaded, as well as
documentation. Anonymous "ftp" is a special

command that can be used to download information that a host computer wants to make
available to any 'guest' users. Most special
librarians that have used "ftp" have downloaded guides to using the INTERNET or
directories of resources available via the
INTERNET.
For instance, an SLA member working as a
systems librarian in a U.S. government organization library, "...FTPed library-related files
such as the St. George and Larron directories,
list of E-journals, and INTERNET instruction
files. Have also FTPed articles from PACS-L
Review. Identified most files I F P e d through
messages on the LISTSERV forums." Mary
BrandtJensen, Director,Law Library, University of South Dakota, uses "ftp" to send and
receive files for Project Gutenberg and specific individuals. "Common items are elecmnic texts for proofing, preprints of articles
in progress for comment, and submission of
articles for publication. "
When she was Assistant Director for Editorial Servicesin the Information ServicesDivision of Petroleum Abstracts, Linda Hill sent
and received "both text and program files,
sometimes with anonymous login but also
from the other systems that I have access to."
Dorothy Smith,Engineering Computer-Based
Services LibrarianDNTERNET Resources
Librarian, University of Washington, Seattle,
also describes practical uses: "Transfer list of
catalogs to make availablefor patrons, uansfer
other lists of lists, transfer programs written
for INTERNET access to evaluate or u s e such as HYTELNET or LILTEL [software],
transfer files from my machine to public machine, transfer a word processing file which I
am working on with someone else." John
Saylor, Engineering Library, Cornell University, uses "ftp" for downloading applications
from remote servers, such as the WAIS application from Thinking Machines.
The special librarians surveyed on their use
of the INTERNET make the best arguments
for special librarians to learn about the
INTERNET and find a way to get on it. According to Ellen Chu, "Special librarians who
do not use BITNETIINTERNETare missing a
vital resource at this stage of the information
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age. Librarians serving education, research,
and xi-tech clientele cannot ignore this revolutionary developmentin communicationsand
information flow for two reasons. First, library
staff and user reference questions very often
can only be answered via information services
established only on the networks, or by appealing to discussion group participants. Second, as information professionals, the image
of the special librarian's expertise will be
affected by participationlnon-participationin
this global networking. If the clientele is using
BITNET/INTERNET and the librarian is not,
the librarian will quickly lose credibility as an
information professional. The user will fulfill
information needs directly, omitting the librarian from the loop."
Sandra Raymond urges librarians to embrace this technology. Like Ellen Chu, she

considers it a necessity. "Librarians are some
of the pioneer professional networkers. To not
get involved with this early on will tarnish our
public image. Professionals who balk at getting involved may find themselves in a position similar to that of businesses who refused
to acquire phone service when that industry
began to proliferate-left in the backwater to
stagnate. "
Special librarians have a special need to be
proactive because of the many changes in the
world of libraries and the workplace. While
special librarians would be quick to agree that
our role as gatekeeper of books has long since
gone away, it is difficult to see how to shift our
role for the coming decade. We propose that
special librarians must master electronic networking skills to meet thechallenges of change.
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How Many Times Have You
Been to San Francisco?

First Timers, There are Wonderful Places
to Explore

unique shops to explore.. .or spend money
if your pocketbook allows. If not, the mp is
worth it for a walk and a bite to eat.

Fisherman's Wharf, Telegraph Hill,
Lombard Street, Coit Tower, the cable
cars, Ghirardelli Square. Walking is one
of the best ways to explore San Francisco. Although quite steep, the hills are
wonderful. While you are walking take
note of the electric buses. Why electric
and not gasoline powered? Simple, electric has more torque to pull the buses
along and up the hills. More efficient.
Ride one and enjoy the silence of a trip!

The Presidio. Have you seen the movie?
Well, if not, you still have time. Better
yet, take a walk and enjoy the wonderful
scenery and the people. Sunset is always
an enjoyable time, with or without fog!

...

The Golden Gate Bridge. A marvel of
construction. A long but interesting walk
overthebridge.. .forthe more adventurous.
Sausalito, an artist's colony town of
sorts. You can reach it by car.
-&
However, a charming way
to explore it is to go by
4,
boat. The ride is not
J
long nor too expengA
sive and is a lovely
way to see San
Francisco.
A
Sausalito offers
a wealth of
A
streets and

Alcatraz. Yes, as in the "Bird Man from
Alcatraz." Many have the impression
that this isn't much fun. In reality, this
trip to the island for "the unlawful" includes a fascinating tour of the place that
is full of stories and intrigue.
Shopping? Don'tforgetavisit toGumps.
This is a world-famous store that has an
excellent Far East collection of china,
sculpture,etc. The rich and famous
have their bridal registry
here.. .worth a look-see
L
even if your pocket'L
\%book isn't cooperative!
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Drinks? Don't
forget tomeet for
drinks at the
"Top of the
Mark," a

s ~ ~ c ;libraries
u/

hotel with a different flair. A "classic" in
San Francisco.

For Those Who Have Been a Few Times,
Did You Know...
There are exciting places to investigate that
you might have missed during previous visits
to the Golden City. There is no doubt that San
Francisco has something for everyone.. .no
matter how many times you have visited.You
may want to consider a visit to these different
places:
Club Fugazi-This is a wonderful "theater-like" establishment with a twist. The
club has a long-running musical "Beach
Blanket Babylon" spoofing beach movies
that include wild costumesand songs! Subject of the plots change;while beach movie
spoofs are the most popular, Fugazi has
also done productions on political issues
and love. The programs may change, but
the fun and frolic that audience and performers alike enjoy stays the same and is
beyond compare. Consider a visit.
Fort Point-Directly under the Golden
Gate Bridge. This is a restored Spanish
fort that offers a unique perspective on
the development in the area.
The Carousel Museum-There is really such a place.. .the only one in the
country. Located just behind Ghirardelli
Square (up a few streets), this is a fascinating museum for those young at heart.
The museum has a wonderful collection
of carousel horses and animals and traces
the development of this wonderful ride
that pleases young and old. The museum
also has a unique gift shop for those
looking to purchase something out-ofthe-ordinary.
The Exploratorium-Near the Golden
Gate Bridge, this hands-on science museum is afascinating place for all.. .even
(especially) those who "hate" science. It
is a fun place to visit.
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Eateries you may have missed-Domain Chandon-an excellent restaurant
for true San Francisco dining. This is an
expensive restaurant, but worth every
penny. Many known faces can be seen
here. A quiet spot where everyone is
treated like royalty. Foneau's Ovendining downtown with a flair. Another
spot that is worth a visit. (Keep in mind
that dinner in San Francisco is dining-not for the fast-food lovers!)
Cooks anyone? Yes, for all you gourmet
cooks who prefer to create your own
delicacies.. .your visit should include a
stop at the William Sonoma store. Like
the gourmet cook catalog only bigger
and better. You'll find everything from
widgets to pasta servers to tea caddies.

Beyond San Francisco...Yet Still Apart
There is much to do and see just beyond the
city proper. Easily reached by public transportation (New Yorkers, you'll be in shock...
people wait in lines to board the subways. And,
subways are safe!) is Oakland and Berkeley.
This is the same Berkeley of the ' a s , and in
some places you should make sure you bring
your love beads and nehru jackets. In other
places you will find wonderful shops not found
elsewhere.. .
Gourmet Ghetto, located in North Berkeley (upper Shattuck Avenue), has a
variety of restaurants and bakeries "to
die for."
Telegraph Avenue-shops and street
vendors selling arts and crafts that only
Berkeley can offer. These shops offer
"cool" stuff reminiscent of the '60s. A
time-warp trip!
Rockridge BART Station-North Oakland houses a super place for shopping:
Market Hall-International Marketplace.
Here you will find items of interest from
around the world-gifts, trinkets, and
"goodies" not found anywhere else.

...

And For Those With Cars

Napa Valley and the winery tours. Even
if you don't partake of the wine, acarride
through this area is beyond compare.
While touring, be sure to stop for a bite to
eat at Mustard's. This is a wonderful
eatery located near Modavi.
Mount Tamalpais. Excellent views and
there is wonderful hiking and bicycling
for those who wish to raise the heart rate
a bit.

For nature lovers and those who want to
experience Mother Nature first hand.. .
don't forget these places of wonder:
Stinson Beach
Point Reyes
Bolinas
Beaches and wetlands ...all
excellent for great birdwatching!
No matter what you do in and about San
Francisco, enjoy this friendly city. Bring apair
of walking shoes and see where your feet take
you!

Call for 1993 Conference Papers
You are invited to submit papers for SLA's
1993 Annual Conference on topics relating to
the theme, "Looking to the Year 2000: Information Professionals Chart the Course." The 1993
Conference will highlight the world of new and
expanding technology, and emphasis will be
placed on greater cooperation between information professionals worldwide. The focus is on
librarians and information professionals in their
roles as:
planners for the future in terms of new and
existing technology, as well as effective
strategic planners;
marketers of information services who are
continuing the quest for higher quality information services; and
managers of information systems and library services using specific skills such as
financial planning, database expertise,and
strong communication skills to enhance
information services.
Possible to~icsinclude new and future technology,worldwide information systems,valueadded information services, and strategic planning. Multimedia presentations and poster ses-
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sions related to the Conference theme will be
considered for inclusion. Papers accepted will
be presented at the professional papers sessions.
Very specific submissions will be referred to
appropriate Divisions.

Guidelines for Professional Papers
Abstract+ 250-500 word abstract, occuratelyconveying thesubiect of the poper, itsxdpe, conclu;ions,
and relevance to the Conference theme, must be
submitted by September 25, 1992, to Jeanne
Bohlen, US Institute of Peace, 1550 M Street, NW,
Suite 700, Washington, DC 20005 (202)429-3850.
Text-the complele text of the poper is due at
Association Headquartersby April 2, 1993.
Originality-papers must be original work and not
previously presented or submitted to any notional or
international group.
Length-paper presentation should take opproximately 20 minutes.
Acteptoncvpers wil be accepted only if the obstmd
hasbeensubmifledondevoluoled,and if theauthordam
to psent h e paper at the 84th Annual Conferen&. l'he
Conference Progmm Committee will n o f i authors of
accepted papers by November 14,1992.
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Letter to the Editor

November 1991
Maria C. Barry, Editor
Special Libraries
1700 Eighteenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20009-2508

Dear Ms. Barry:
The International Relations Committee of SLA is currently looking at ways of expanding
SLA's international membership base and of reaching out to librarians in other countries.
Therefore, we were both pleased and discomforted by the articles you published by Flower L.
Hund ("Sources for Information on Foreign Companies," Summer 1991, and "Sources for
Information on Foreign Companies: An Update," Fall 1991).
The first source in the update is for a Canadian directory. We doubt if our Canadian members
think of themselves asforeign.
We would like to ask you and our members to be more sensitive to the word "foreign" and
suggest that "international" be used in its place. One person's "foreign" is another person's
"native." As we look beyond the U.S. borders for both sources and members, we should use terms
to reflect the new global information environment.
Sincerely,
SLA International Relations Committee

Edited by Alan M. Greenberg
ISBN 0-871 11-333-5 32p.
$25.00
SLA Members: $20.00
Just made available, this is the only complete reference guide to all issues of the
journal from 1987 through 1991. Author, subject, and title entries make this index the
easiest and quickest way to find that exact piece of information you're looking for.
O r get the complete set of Specia1Libraries:A Cumulative Indexat a special low price
of only $58 (SLA Members: $47/set)! You get all three editions, covering 20 years of
the journal from 1971 to 1991 at 20% off the regular price!
Call the Book Order Department at (202)234-4700, fax your Mastercard or VISA
credit card order to (202)265-9317, or send check or money order to SLA Order
Department, Box 1175,1700 Eighteenth Street, NW, Washingon, DC20009-2508.
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"We couldn't find it anywhere!'

"Youfound it. The missing link in our strateg?."

"How many sources did you search!"

"Just about gave up!'

"Only one' But thls is so complete"

"Well,you have to know where to look!'

When the search is for value,
the answer is in Dialog.
For information professionals, the ultimate value is getting the right answersfast and efficiently.That's the value Dialog"
offers.The world's first and largest electronic library, Dialog helps you fulfill
every search request with complete, precise, and up-to-the-minute data. It's your
best single source for answers of all kinds.

And advanced search features lead you
directly and logically to the exact information you need.That8swhy your search
for value begins and ends with Dialog.
To learn more about the value of Dialog's
search tools, call us today.

hformation Professlonnl Tools
Over 400 databases online, some on
disc. Updatesas
as
some continuously. Search features to
you connect time. Free browstng
formats. Online search help. Multi-file
searching. Duplicate detection.One-stop
current awareness. Unsurpassed
documentation and training 24-hour
customer support.

DIALOG INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.
A KNIGHT-RIDDER COMPANY
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Today's Advances are
Tomorrow's Technology.
Get the Facts with These New References from Academic Press.

Encyclopedia of Physical Encyclopedia of
Science and Technology Microbiology

Encyclopedia of
Immunology

SECOND EDITION
Edtred by

Edrror rn-Chrq

Robert A. Meyers

Joshua Lederberg

Ivan M. Roitt and Peter J. Delves

EdrrurralAd~,,soryBoord

This comprehensive, three-volume
work is thedefinitive, comprehensive
source of all immunological knowledge.
Extensively edited by PeterJ. Delves
and Ivan M. Roitt (author of the worldrenowned textbooks of immunology),
thisexhaustive, thoroughly-documented
referencecontainscontributions from
more than 650experts. The variety of the
contributing researchers and c~inidians,
many distinguished headsof renowned
institutes or university or medical
departments, provides a broad scope and
high level of expertise to the many
aspects of immunology and related areas.
The editors have comblned this information into a single coheslve reference
work.
Three-Volume Set
July 1992.c. 1.920pp.. $450.00(lrntattve)
ISBN: 0- 12-226760-5
Prepublication Price: $395.00*
'Exp~resonfinaldayofmonth ofpuhltcat~on

From the Rewens offhe Ftnf Edtfzo~

"Comprehensive,current,easy to
use, andauthoritatilme....It exceeds
all of its goals ofproviding a scholarly encyclopedia covering thephysicalsciences, mathematics,andengineering. It is highly recommended
for large public libraries with a scienceand technology division, academic libraries, and special libraries
with an interest in science and
engineering."
BOOKLISTIREFERENCE BOOKS BULLETI\

Compar~sonof the Fmt and Second Edttlon\
F ~ r sEdSecond
t
Ed.
Volumes
15
18
Articles
550
705
Pages
11.65 1
14,080
Bibliographicentries 5,000
6,500
Figures
6.600
8,500
Tables
1,300
1,800
Illustrationc
5,500
8.200
Glossary entries
6,800
8,700
Index entries
55,000
70,000
Chemical and Mathemat~calEquations
andAlgorithms
11,850
17,625
18-VolumeSet
August 1992.c. 14,OXOpp
$2,500.00(tentat1ve)/ISBN:O-12-2269306
Prepublication Price: $2,100.00*
*Expires on finalday of monthof publ~catton.

Barbara Iglewski, Martin Alexander,
David Hopwood, and Allen I. Laskin
"The material is astonishingly up-todate, even ahead of thefront of
vublished material. "
-EDUARD

Basel. Swmerland

"This manuscript isan excellent
nvrview of the area of oral microhidogy and shouldprove a valuable
rontribution to the Encyclopedia of
Microbiology."
C0I.F. Georgetown U n i v r r i t q
Benefits
D Contains more than 200 articles and
300 tables
Features approximately 750 f~gures
Uses large 8-112" x 1 I " double column
format
Covers most areas ofmtcrobiology,
includtng:
Laboratory practices for microbiology
Medical microbiology a l ~ dimmunology
Genetic andmolecular microbiology
Environmental microbiology and
plant science
Agricultural, food, and mdustrial
microbiology
'our-VulumeSel
lctober 1992.c. 2 . 1 0 0 ~ ~ .
-M

Key Featuresand

- /

Academic Press
Dictionary of Science
and Technology
Summer L992.2.240pp.
$1 15.(X)/ISBN:O-l2-2004W-O

ACADEMIC PRESS HarcourtBrace Jovanov~ch,Publrshers

CALLTOLLFREE

Book Marketing Department #I5042 1250 S~xthAvenue. San Dlego. CA 92101
Quoteth~.reference n u m b for tree pslage and handmg on your prepaid order 15042

1.800-321.5068

Prices subled to change wthaut notce
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KELLENBERGER

Umvcrwy of

Order from your local bookseller or directly from

@

Edirrdhv

?

1992 by Academlc Press h c All Rtghts Reserved LWSS-

15042

FAX 1-800-235-0256
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How to take the &kr~i&y
out of finding
back volume journals.
Our vast warehouse and
comprehensive inventory
continually contain the
subject disciplines you
require. We stock
complete sets and
individual volumes, in-print or
out-of-print.We also buy your
rnals and provide
For over thirty years we've taken
the anxiety out of finding back
volume journals, and built our
reputation on kept p m f s e s .
So write, call, FAX or access us
,, through the FAXON-LINXnetwork
at the mailbox "Jaeger" for
further information.

ALFRED P.O. BOX9009, Commack, NY 11725-9009

A

JAEGER
UW.

- - - - - -

New WATS: 1-800-969-JAGR
Phone 516-543-1500 TELEX 968-189
FAX 516-543-1537

- - - - -- - - - - - - -

ALFRED JAEGER INC. PO. Box 9009, Commack, NY 11725-9009

I Gentfenzed:Please send your latest catalog and brochure.
1 Name
I CompanyiFac~lity
I Address
I City

I

I

--
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-

i

-

p
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I
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I
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ONEDOMESTIC
SOURCE
TIC PUBLICATIONS. There

IS

no easler wav to order vour
publ~cat~on;than thrdugh
IF I T S BEEN PUBLISHED AOBC CAN DELIVER IT From sclen
AOBC One purchase order
t ~ f and
~ c techn~calbooks lournals and reports to f ~ l m saud~ov~sual
can conven~enrly cover all
mater~alsand computer software whether publ~shed here or
j your regulrements - wa letrequirements AOBCs
abroad AOBC can meet your publ~cat~on
ier telex phone FAX or
worldw~deoff~cesuse the latest miorrnat~ontechnologies to re
computer We have a rush
search your requests Our profess~onalstaff can locate the a p p r o
order system to comply with
prlate sources for your publ~cat~ons
and deliver them In a t~mely
dellvery deadl~nesand we always
\\\ .J
fash~on
choose the most cost-effecr~ves h l o ~ l n e
A WORLDWIDE NETWORK OF FOREIGN PUBLISHERS. To
=hod
to accommodate your budget consider
process orders exped~t~ously
AOBC has also developed an exten
attons as well lust glve AOBC as much b~bl~ograph~cal
lnformat~on
slve mternatlonal database of forelgn publ~shersOur publ~sherf ~ l e as poss~ble Well take care o i everyth~ngelse lncludmg monetary
18 programmed w ~ t hcornprehenswe cross refer
conversions
la
ences t o worldw~ded~str~butors
MANY SERVICES. MANY SOURCES. Not only 1s AOBC your
ated both here and abroad
source for fore~gnpubl~cat~ons
but we handle all dcmest~cp u b
and IS updated dally to
l~shersas well W ~ t hv~nuallylhm~tlessresources ~ts no wonder
reflect changes ~n the
AOBC has become the publ~catlonsource the world refers to
publ~sh~ng
mdustry The
resulting llnkages glve us
access to v~nuallyall p u b
l ~ s h e dmaterials even
hard t o f ~ n dbooks
and perlod~cals

-

A@BC

AMERtCAN OMRSEAS 8001( CO. INC.

KATION SOURCE THE WORLD REFERS TO
07648 USA

. 20 1-767-7600 . FAX 201-784-0263 .TELEX 882184
CLASS OnTyme. AOBC

Great news! You can now order all EPA SUPERFUND materials
directly from NTIS! For more information about how NTIS, the federa
clearinghouse for US. and foreign government-sponsored scientific,
technical and business-related research, can support your environmental information needs,
including all Environmental Protection Agency titles, complete the coupon below and return
it to:
NTIS
Attn. SUPERFUND Dept. PR-881,
Springfield, VA 22161
Please send me free of charge:
information about SUPERFUND materials from NTIS. (PR-88 11
the 1992 NTIS Products and Services Catalog. (PR-8271
Name

)

)

Title

Organization
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Thev needed an m e r in one
KOUKI found it with EPIC.

When your clients turn to you for rapid results, turn on EPIC,
OCLC's new online reference service.
The Online Union Catalog's world-wide bibliography, including
library holdings, is instantly at your command with easy-to-use searching
tools like Boolean operators, truncation, and command stacking. Using
EPIC,@you can also access other databases perfectly suited to corporate
libraries, including ABVINFORM," PNPand Business Dateline? pinpointing
the most current company data, new product developments, and full-text
business news stories.
Every search request has a deadline. With EPIC as your partner, you
can be fast enough to satisfy your clients. And accurate and comprehensive
enough to satisfy yourself.

EPIC.The information service for libraries.
Online Computer Library Center, Inc.
rantz Road
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YOU PAY
A MERI~AN
10% LESS pAYfTGpo
THANYOU

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR's) (Purchasejustthepartsthataffectyou)
For a free copy of the ABC & GPO publications reference material contact:

American Book Company, Inc.
1155 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
CALL (703)658-1821 or FAX (703)658-5163

at the

Get Copies of TranslationsSelected by Leading Research Scientists
and Engineersfrom Government and Industty...
100% in English
Only scientific topics
Only available through NTC
24-hour turnaround
Enghsh translationsavailable on the world's scientific advances in communicable disease prevention, toxicology, chemical
processes, semiconductors,metal treatments, paper and cardboard production, and much more. Originally in Japanese,
German, Russian and other languages.
Check Our Inventory of Translations Online
The National Translations Center is a clearinghouse for high tech articles, patents, and conference papers. Check the NTC index
electronically through Dialog, OCLC, NASA, DTIC, NERAC, ISI, m,or CISTI or the print version of Worki TranslationsIndew.
Help Shorpen America's Competitive Edge: Add Your Translations to the NTC
The NTC depends upon voluntary cooperation of federal agencies, private concerns, universities, and individuals who contribute
the articles they've had translated. Complete confidentiality is guaranteed for the source of contributed translations.
Write to:
The National Translations Center
library of Congress
Washington, DC 20541-501 7
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Telephone: 202-707-01 0 0
FAX. 202-707-6147

Just $35
per translation (iiludes shippiq)

special libraries

New Horizons
for lnformation Discovery
Leading edge libraries need leading edge
information management solutions but at a
cost-effective price.
At the forefront of data retrieval technology is
The lnformation Navigator from IME. Fast,
simple t o use, easy to maintain and flexible in
its approach.
Compatibility with international standards from
DOS t o UNIX and MARC t o OSI guarantees

that The lnformation Navigator is the first
choice of thousands of libraries worldwide.
The hypertext retrieval techniques lead users to
unparalleled information discovery Intelligent
Windows provide superb authority control,
accuracy and database consistency.
Naturally, everything you'd expect from IME The most advanced library and information
management system on the market.

I M E - TlNLlB

I M E Systems Inc.

14-16 Farringdon Lane. London, England, ECI R 3AU.
Tel-071.253 1172 Fax. 071-608 3599.

990 W2shington Street. Dedham. M A 02026-6790. USA
Tel.617 320-0303. Fax: 617 320-0793

And DistributorsWorldwide.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT FOR THE 90's
The lnformatlon Navrgator lntelllgent Wtndowr and TINLIB are Trade Marks of IME Ltd and IME Systems Inc

Feel surrounded?

CAS Search Service will ease that backlog of information searches, help you meet tight deadlines,
and answer complex questions outside your area
of expertise.
We can provide
searches of worldwide scientific literature
business information on the chemical and related
industries
CAS Registry Numbers" to identify 11,000,000
substances

Learn to search
~Cientif
i C databases
with no risk,
no pressure,
no online charges!

.

reports on health, safety, and regulatory affairs
numeric and
science searches
patent information including prior art, validity,
patent families, and equivalents in other
countries

We're fast, we're thorough, and we're here to help.
extension 3707,
Call Don Stickel at 800-848-6538,
or fax your questions to 614-447-3713.
CAS ia a division of the American Chsmed Saeiety.

STN Mentor Laboratory, a series of
instructional software for IBMO personal
computers, is the best way to learn how
to search scientific databases :
You will learn in your own office, at
our own pace.
k u will be able to correct any errors,
easily.
YOU
wilt NOT incur charges for online
use (though the sirnulati& is so
realistic, you'll think you're searching
STN Internationalo).
You will choose from several sample
databases, derived from CAB,
INSPEC, and PHYSICS BRIEFS.
Try the interactive approach to learning
online information retrieval.

STN Mentor Laboratory is produced by FIZ
Karlsruhe for STN International in association
with CASm, a division of the American
Chemical Society@.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS,
FAX 6141447-371 3 OR CALL
TOLL-FREE 800-933-4350.

STN

INTERNATIONAL"

r

NOW AVAILABLE'
TO EVERYONE!

The indispensable
source book for
graphite engineering.
Prepared by UCAR Carbon
Company carbon and
graphite materials engineers
for use by design, product
and manufacturing
engineers. The Handbook is
a valuable reference tool for
any researcher. Included are
chapters on:
The Manufacture of Graphite
Graphite Grades and
Nomenclature
Industrial Graphite Applications
Graphite Properties
New Materials
And much more. 140+ pages. Fully revised and
updated. To order, call (203) 748-2371, fax
(203) 794-0506, or write A.D.S., Attn: Order Dept.,
P.O. Box 91 7, Danbury, CT 0681 3-0917.
Mastercard, Visa, cashier check or certified check accepted
D. 3 . ) Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery
(No personal checks or C.0.

CARBON COMPANY INC.
39 Old R~dgeburyRoad, Danbury, CT 06817
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NEW FROM

IMPORTANT
PART OF YOUR
PHOTOCOPIER
ISN'T
PART OF YOUR
PHOTOCOPIER

Having the machine
does not permit you to photocopy
books, journals and magazines.
The Copyright Clearance Center

DOES.
Contact us to find out
how you too can Copy Right.

GREENWOOD

?his practical handbook addresses the
issues of developinglarge text data bases
for corporate information management.

Moulton highlights the ways in which
data processing or MIS personnel must
work cooperatively with special Librarians to design, build, and implement
successful information basses for their
organizations. Much of the emphasis is
on using new database technologies that
have excellent text handling features to
build proprietary data bases where valuable information will be stored and can
easily be retrieved.
Moulton identifies organizational structures and responsibilities,aswell as technological tools selection, as primary i s
sues for the librarian project manager to
actively manage. Ways of justifying and
placing a value on automation applications are explored and an entire chapter
is devoted to a method for deciding
whether to develop or buy an automation solution. Moulton includes lists of
functions and features that must be considered in the design,selection,and imple
mentation process.
December 1991. 176 Pages.
0-313-27369-3. $42.95.

COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE
CENTER

To order call toll-free: 1 - 8 W W - 5 8 0 0

27 Congress Street, Salem, MA 01970
Tel. (508) 744-3350 Fax (508) 741-2318

(BPBPUBLISHING GROUPIW

GREEhWOOD

88 Post Road West, Box 5007
Westpoct, CT 06881 (2(13) 226-3571

3 1991 Copyright Clearance Center
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special kbraries

STILAS

It's Just For
Scientific And Technical Libraries,
And Here Are The Keys
To Getting It.

.

,

libraries. It's the most powerful available, and the
simplest to use. When it's installed, you can begin
using it effectively in minutes. Read the following
features to find out why no scientific and technical
library should be without it.
STILAS accommodates MARC and COSATI
formats. It accommodates custom formats.
It gives you interoperability with DROLS TR,
DROLS W U , DROLS SBIN, NASAIRECON,
BRS, DIALOG, OCLC EPIC and other STILAS

48

STINFO

~ n d
tracking. STU-111compatibility. Extensive reporting facilities. And
researcher support.
STILAS is fully integrated in a U N I X package
that also gives you authority control, circulation,
acquisitions, serials control and bibliographic
utilities.
The package of features STILAS offers goes on
and on. If any of them push your buttons, push
ours. And let us tell you more about what it can do.

Quietly k a d r n g Libray Automation

SIRS1 HEADQUARTERS: UO Walker Avenue Huntsville, Alabama 35801 (205) 536-5884 Fax (205) 536-8345
GSA Contract: GSOOK91AGS5886

spring 1992
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WHAT DO
GORBACHW,
MADONNA, AND
"MEDONAUI"
HAVE IN COMMON?
Their exact words
have been captured
on Burrelle's Broadcast
Database. The only cornprehensive online source for news
from television and radio.
Add a sense of urgency to your
research with an exact quote
taken from the broadcast media.
Burrelle's Broadcast Database
consists of all the news and public
affairs information from the ABC,
CBS, and NBC television
networks, and selected
programming from CNBCJFNN
and National Public Radios.
It includes documentaries,
presidential press conferences,
special reports and more.
Burrelle's Broadcast Database is a
full-text research tool that dates as
far back as November 1989. It
contains information that you
simply won't find in the print
media. And it's available the day
after broadcast... even the late
news programs.
Give us a call today and in no time
you'll be quoting newsmakers from
around the world.
Special discounts
available for first
time subscribers.

BOOKSTORE
CATALOG
Features timely books on:
Electronic Imaging
Micrographics
Document Management
Industry Standards
Market Trends
Call or write for your FREE
Catalog today?
Association for Information
and Image Management
1100 Wavne Avenue.
Suite 1100
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone: 301-587-8202
Fax: 301-587-2711

AIM

VIDEOLEARNING
RESOURCE
GROUP
Your Central Source For All
Video, CBT and Audio Daining Needs

Presents
The P o w e r o f Vision: Joel Barker
Speed I s Life: Tom Peters
Europe 1992: The Next Challenge
Leadership: Harvard Business School
Professor John Kotter
The B u s i n e s s Paradigms: Joel Barker
G e t t i n g To Yes: Roger Fisher

And Many More Programs
For
Rentals Purchases
or
Program Information
call
Boston

Previews

What America Sees and Hears

(800)225-3959 (617)783-3400

1-800-631-1 160
In NJ, (201)992-6600

(800)622-3610 (215)896-6600

Philadelphia
Washington, DC
(800) 648-4336 (202) 333-4414
Representing more t h a n 100 Producers

Catalog Cards:

Love 'em or Leave 'em

Ifyou're tired of filing catalog cards; if
If

you want faster access to your catalog;
your library types ANY catalog

cards-

for books;

for

if you want to search by key words or

videos or

boolean logic; if you want to make

software; for maps or paperbacks; just

instant reports and authority lists; if

shelf-list cards; or if you type labels--

you have been waiting until you could

then you can't afford to be without The

afford it--then The Librarian's Helper

Librarian's Helper.

Online is just what you're looking for.

This smart computer software simply

The patron-friendly LH Online catalog

asks you for each individual item of

displays cards in AACR2-format and

information

prints

and

then

produces

bibliographic

catalogs upon

correctly-printed AACRZformat cards

request. It runs on 286 or faster IBM-

and labels in seconds.

compatibles and may be networked.

$250 never bought you more relief.

$600 can put your catalog Online!

But don 't take our word for it, call for a free
IBM-compatible demonstration disk today!
Scarecrow Press, Inc. P.O. Box 4167 Metuchen, NJ 08840
1-800-537-7107 or 908-548-8600

PIONEGR.
IDEAS THAT BECOMESTANDARDS.

DRM-600 SIX DlSC
MINICHANGER

$895.00
0

REMOVABLE SIX DlSC MAGAZINE
HOLDS 6 DISCS - OVER 3 GIGABYTES

0

DAISY-CHAIN UP TO 7 MINICHANGERS FOR ACCESS
TO MORE THAN 5 MILLION PAGES OF DATA
SECURITY - HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE MAGAZINE LOCK

CD-ROM SIX PACK $295.00" ($395 REG)
U S . HISTORY
COUNTRIES OF WORLD
BIRDS OF AMERICA

SHAKESPEARE
SHERLOCK HOLMES
SOFTWARE POTPOURRI

CD-ROM FOUR PACK $199.00" ($249 REG)
U S . CIVICS
U S . STATE FACT BOOK

CIA WORLD FACT BOOK
U.S. PRESIDENTS

*WHEN PURCHASED WITH MINICHANGER

FLEXSYS CORPORATION
8001533-7756; FAX 5081465-6633

ENTRANCE
KNOWLEDGE INFORMATION SERVICES

(Foundedin 1971-One Story Bldg. 14,000 q f t .

ANNUAL
REPORTS

Professional Vendors-All Books,Periodical
and Cassettes in print - over 500 clients
Fully Computerized- KISNET On-Line
Orders and Members of PUBNET
WATCH THIS SMALL AD GROW INTO A
FULL PAGE AD IN S-L-A PUBLICATIONS

Test Us, Send Orders TOLL FREE
TN: 1-800-446-9737; Fax: 1-800-621-5425
KNOWLEDGE INFORMATION SERVICES
3863 S.W. Loop 820, Suite 100
Fort Worth, Texas 76133-2063
Attn: Dr. O.A. Battista (817) 292-4272

Call G l o b a l
The best source for foreign
annual reports
Phone orders accepted
Over 12,000 companies
Free brochure
Fast. confidential

.

Global Information Services, Inc.
1605 South Big Bend Blvd.
St. Louis. MO 63117
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The Online Journal of

I
m

New electronic medical journal that wdl
revolutionize the reporting of scientific research
The Online Journal of CURRENT
CLINICAL
TRIALS
will provide your
library with immediate access to the
very latest research results-within
24 hours of their peer-reviewed
acceptance. Your library users w d
have a new method of obtaining
"
research results faster than they've
ever been able to obtain them before.

CURRENT
CLINICAL
TRIALS
will
report research in therapy and
diagnosis, and innovations in clinical
procedures. All clinical fields and
their subspecialties will be covered
includingmedicine, pediatrics,
surgery, dermatology, neurology,
and psychiatry. This new journal
will combine rigorous standards of
the most prestigious research
journals with the immediacy of
online technology, making it the first
scientific electronic journal to do so.
Subscription Information

CURRENT
CLINICAL
TRIALS
AAAS Subscription Department
Room 1l55
1333 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005
Call (202) 326-6446

CURRENT
CLINICAL
TRIALS
offers:
W peer-reviewed papers selected by

Edward J. Huth, MD, former
editor of Annals of Internal Medicine, and his outstanding
editorial board
W continuous updates-latest
findings published as often as
several times each weekor even daily
W automatic notice of letters, com-

ments, corrections, and rebuttals
received after a paper is published
typeset-quality text featuring
graphs, tables and equations
W ability to scan papers by compo-

nent-abstract, full text, references, or graphs-in any sequence
the reader prefers
immediate indexing of journal
contents in BIOSIS
W first articles online 1April 1992
W annual subscription at $110

includes unlimited free
connect time

PRIMARY JOURNALS O N L I N ~

The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS),publisher of the new journal,
developed the editorial content and focus for The Online Journal of CURRENT
CLINICALTRIALS;the
technology and programming were developed by OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc.

Il

The Official EC Compendium

PANORAMA OF EC INDUSTRY 1991/92
Published by the Offzcefor Offzcial Publications of the EC
The Panorama of EC Industry is a unique work with a comprehensive an
detailed pictureof more than 180 sectors of manufacturlngand service 11
dustries within the European Community. It focuses on structural change
the effects of new technologies, environmental regulations, new or fortl
coming legislation, and changes in cost structures and forecasts.
This special 199 1/92 edition includes:

.changes in Eastern Europe;
.patterns of mergers and acquisitions;
0100 largest groups at world and EC level;
.foreign inward investment data;
.roles of small and medium enterprises; and
.cooperative, mutual and non-profit
organizations.

r

I

You'll also find details on:

,,

. . . highly recommended. . . P a n o r m ,
most of all, has great instructional value on
numerous aspects of
major EC industries and
their structure, which has
tremendous use beyond
the EC ifself."

- Government
.individual industry structure;
Publications Review
.the current situation in the EC;
.production, employment and trade;
.Member Country comparisons;
.comparisons with the US and Japan; and
.figures from 1980 to 1990 with forecasts for major sectors up to 1992.
1991,1152pp, Pbk, ISBN 92-826-3103-6, CO-60-90-321-EN-C,$140.00
Standing Order No. 814.00280
UNIPUB is the sole US agent for European Communities publications. Fc
more details and ordering information call customer relations toll-free (
80-274-4888 (US) or 800-233-0504 (Canada). Come see us at the Speck
Libraries Association 83rd Annual Conference in San Francisco, Bod
Number 1018.

-

eUNIPUB
461 1-F Assembly Drive
Lanham, MD 20706
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"... the only system that does
everything I want it to do!"
On-line Public Access
Cataloging
Acquisitions
Serials Management
ICirculation

MARC Import/Export

D

ataLib users continually tell
us how much they like their
integrated library management
system. Complete customization
and outstanding customer support
have led Fortune 500 companies
and government agencies to
DataLib since 1983.
DataLib's flexibility allows you to
design your database your way . . .
materials you'll want to search,
what they'll look like, and how
you'll find them . . . MARC and
non-MARC records. Why force
your information to fit a vendor's
preconceived format? Only
DataLib does it all the way you
want it.
Call us today to start managing
your information your way.

wFedwJ-w
11400 Commerce Park Drhre
Reston, Virginia 22091

spring 1992

Call us at 800-843-4850
or 703-758-7005
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Budget Now f o r . . .

The Palmer House Hilton
October 26, 27 & 28

d
d
d
d

Product Presentations
Special Technology Demos
Pre and Post Conference Sessions
Big Exhibit Hall.. .both Online & CD-ROM

For information on registration and free Advance Program,
call toll-free: 8001248-8466
(In CT 761-1466); Fax 2031761-1444;
Write Online, Inc., 462 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT 06897-2126

